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Why do I still have Thyroid Symptoms
Symptoms,
if my Lab Ranges are Normal?
It can be frustrating when your blood test results are normal but your
health isn’t. Don’t spend another day feeling lousy, call 321-783-1960.

Do you suffer from:
Fatigue/Low Energy
Depression • Chronic Pain
Diﬃculty Losing Weight
Brain Fog • Constipation
Thinning or Brittle Hair

$67 Evaluation (Regularly $250)
Call about a DRUG FREE alternative
that will CHANGE YOUR LIFE!
In May of this year, I was reading a newspaper
and noticed a seminar that was being oﬀered
by Dr. Alukonis about hypothyroidism. As soon
as I heard Dr. Alukonis, I was sold on what he
had to oﬀer as far as ﬁnding the underlying
causes of my chronic conditions. Eight years
prior, I had nearly been killed by being hit by
a car which triggered a multitude of chronic
conditions such as terrible psoriasis, weight gain, gout, high
blood pressure, brittle nails, hair falling out and was on the
border of becoming a diabetic.
Dr. Alukonis and his team have gotten me on the
path of health. I am currently down from 164 lbs to 142 lbs
walk better, psoriasis is almost completely gone, more energy,
feel better and get complimented daily and how much
improvement there is in my looks. I encourage anyone who is
suﬀering from a chronic condition to reach out to Dr. Alukonis’
oﬃce, he is an amazing man, kind and here to help the people.
~Ms. Tequila Persinger

FIND OUT WHY…
• There is a mechanism usually
ignored by doctors that causes
90% of hypothyroidism in the US
• There are speciﬁc foods that
should be avoided at all costs with
thyroid disease
• You still have thyroid symptoms
even when you are taking Synthroid
My greatest joy is
helping people get to the
underlying causes of their
symptoms and truly regain
their health and life back.

321-783-1960
Dr. Steve Alukonis, D.C., DABCO

Space Coast Advanced Health
299 North Orlando Ave • Cocoa Beach

SpaceCoastAdvancedHealth.com

THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR TO BE REIMBURSED FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT
THAT IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISING FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED OR REDUCED FEE, SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
ENROLL
NOW
COURSES INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Homeopathy
Introduction to Chiropractic
Traditional Chinese Medicine
Herbology and Botany
Ayurvedic Medicine
Nutrition and Aging
Naturopathy

Rated #3 in Florida

2015-2016 Women’s Choice Award

Scan Here

Ranked in the Top 30
Best Online Colleges

Learn More

TheBestSchools.org

Additional degree programs are available

Online Division 855.723.9087
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y oldest son, Kyle, will graduate from
UCF this month and he has taken a job in
Boston. With my youngest son at school
in Gainesville, my nest is about to be officially
empty. I am looking forward to exploring Boston
and everyone tells me it is a “great city,” however,
I sense another stage of personal growth is on the
horizon. Now that my boys are more independent it
leaves me pondering “well, what now?”
In our Inspiration column [page 21], Jayne Morris says vision
boards are a powerful tool for transformation and they are “a collage
of pictures, phrases, poems and quotes that visually represent what
we would like to experience more of in life. Building one works
to uncover hidden desires and inner guidance that help clarify the
details of a roadmap to our future.” I’ve heard about these boards
over the years and how powerful they can be, but I’ve never built
one myself. It may be the perfect tool to help me discover what I
would like to concentrate on next. I’ve often posted quotes that I like
around my office, but this focused approach sounds appealing.
One of the aspects of my board will definitely be images of
healthy women. As one of the caretakers for my parents, I have a
front row seat of what aging looks like and my mom is quite an
inspiration. She has always kept up-to-date on the latest in natural
health and nutrition. During her journey with cancer, I have
witnessed the importance of a fit lifestyle and positive thinking. It is
time for me to make my own fitness commitment a priority so I can
fully enjoy the next stage of life.
My newest addition to my exercise regimen can be done from the
sofa! In our Fitbody column [page 31] there are four simple exercises
targeting facial muscles to help with lines and sagging. Our focus on
women continues with insights on natural ways to boost libido [page
28]. Christie Brinkley shares her secrets for looking young [page 26]
and you can learn how to reboot your eating habits on page 38. This
Mother’s Day celebrate all the stages of life with those you love!

Happy Mother’s Day!

Kris Urquhart, Publisher
Find us at facebook/NAMelbourne.com
Find us on twitter @myNA_MelbVero
Download the NA app free at iTunes store
Online exclusives and contests at www.my-na.com
Visit our webstore at www.NAWebstore.com

Never Glossy. Always Green.
Natural Awakenings practices environmental sustainability by using postconsumer recycled paper and soy-based ink on uncoated stock. This choice
avoids the toxic chemicals and high energy costs of producing shiny, coated
paper that is hard to recycle. For more information visit My-NA.com.
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HOW TO ADVERTISE
To advertise with Natural Awakenings or request a media
kit, please contact us at MyNaturalAwakenings.com,
email Kris@mynaturalawakenings.com or call 321-426-0080.
Deadline for ads: the 10th of the month.
EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS
Email articles, news items and ideas to:
Kris@mynaturalawakenings.com.
Deadline for editorial: the 5th of the month.
CALENDAR SUBMISSIONS
All calendar events must be submitted online at:
MyNaturalAwakenings.com. E-mail calendar
questions to: Laurie@mynaturalawakenings.com
Deadline for Calendar: the 10th of the month.
REGIONAL MARKETS
Advertise your products or services in multiple markets!
Natural Awakenings Publishing Corp. is a growing
franchised family of locally owned magazines serving
communities since 1994. To place your ad in other markets
call 239-449-8309. For franchising opportunities call
239-530-1377 or visit NaturalAwakeningsMag.com.
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Natural Awakenings is your guide to a healthier, more
balanced life. In each issue readers find cutting-edge
information on natural health, nutrition, fitness, personal
growth, green living, creative expression and the products
and services that support a healthy lifestyle.
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Natural Healthcare Options

newsbriefs
Reader Feedback Helps Us Grow

T
Specializing in:

Consultations
by Donation

• All-natural products:
tinctures, salves,
syrups & capsules
• Customized herbal
remedies & teas
• Herbal/Nutritional classes

• Unique jewelry
& gemstones
• Essential oils
• Organic bulk herbs

Store Hours:
Wed– Fri 10am-5pm
Saturday 11am-3pm

321-757-7522
277 N. Babcock St. • Melbourne

HerbCorner.net

Cecelia Avitabile

Certified Master Herbalist
& Nutritional Consultant

GET HEALTHIER

with Nutrition Response Testing®
Heavy metals, chemicals or food
sensitivities may be affecting your health.

Discover the cause and natural solutions.

CALL 321-728-1387 TODAY
for a Nutrition Health Analysis
to see how we can help you!

1938 Dairy Road, W. Melbourne

www.CareWellnessFL.com

Get Healthy. Stay Healthy. Naturally.
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he Natural Awakenings
online national readership
survey allows us to better serve
readers. “Your participation
takes just two minutes, and will
give us a better understanding
of what you need and how
well we’re delivering on your
expectations,” says founding
CEO Sharon Bruckman. “We’ll
also use your responses to
help guide the direction of
future development.” One participant, selected at random,
will receive a $50 credit at the Natural Awakenings web store
(ShopNaturalAwakenings.com).
With the interests and welfare of readers in mind, Natural
Awakenings provides information and resources for living
a healthier, happier life. Now publishing in more than 95
communities nationwide, as well as Puerto Rico and the
Dominican Republic, Natural Awakenings is the country’s
most widely read healthy living magazine, with a loyal
monthly readership of almost 4 million and growing.
Visit MyNaturalAwakenings.com and select the Take Our
Survey banner.

Popular European Feminine Care
Product at CVS Pharmacies

W

ith the addition of
the Lubrigyn line of
feminine care products at
CVS Pharmacy locations
nationwide, American women can now start a new feminine
hygiene regimen that “cleans by affinity” and is the most
popular choice in Italy. The products, that utilize gentle oils
to draw out impurities, can leave users feeling cleaner, fresher
and more comfortable and confident instead of the vaginal
dryness, irritation and discomfort that conventional soaps and
body washes can sometimes cause.
Uniderm also attests that Lubrigyn can help prevent or treat
vaginal dryness and irritation, especially during menopause
and pregnancy, plus enhance the pleasure of intercourse. The
combination of hyaluronic acid and elastin provides a deep
moisturizing effect for the skin.
“While it may seem counterintuitive to use an oil as a
cleanser, there is considerable research behind its effectiveness
to clean, protect and nourish,” says Silvia Remedi. “Using fine
natural oils such as jojoba oil, sweet almond oil and olive oil
is compatible with the skin’s own oils, and leaves the delicate
vaginal area nourished, moisturized and balanced.”
For more information, call 954-563-6888, email Silvia.
Remedi@Uniderm.it or visit LubrigynUSA.com. See ad page 10.
PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT

newsbriefs
The Arvigo Techniques Of
Maya Abdominal Therapy

G

inger Taylor, LMT is now accepting
new clients for The Arvigo
Techniques of Maya Abdominal Therapy.
This therapy is an external, non-invasive
manipulation for women that repositions
internal organs that have shifted, therefore
restricting the flow of blood, lymph,
nerve and chi into their proper position
for optimum health and well-being.
Abdominal therapy improves organ function by releasing
physical and emotional congestion from the pelvic and
abdominal regions. The work is best known for the correction
of the prolapsed or tilted uterus, incontinency and for the
prevention and relief of many common digestive disorders:
GERD, Irritable Bowel Syndrome, indigestion, Celiac Disease,
Crohn’s Disease, constipation, and heartburn.
“Many other health-related symptoms are alleviated by
these techniques while organ functions are supported and
enhanced, including: painful periods, ovulation, irregular
menstrual cycles, bladder or yeast infections, miscarriages,
difficult pregnancies, endometriosis, perimenopause,
menopausal symptoms, hormonal imbalance, vaginitis,
infertility, PMS, ovarian cysts, uterine fibroids, uterine polyps,
abnormal uterine bleeding, gastritis migraines, varicose veins
and aids in labor and delivery,” says Taylor.
Ginger Taylor is located at Connectivity Center of Movement in
Melbourne. For more information, visit MassagesWithPurpose.com
or call 321-480-9986. (MA75423, MM17222)

Psychic Fair in May

B

eth Franks, owner of Spark of Divine, LLC Healing and
Learning Center is getting the jump on celebrating summer
on May 28, with a Psychic Fair from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
They will have psychic readers available throughout
the day. Modalities will include tarot, stones, psychic
intuitives, astrology, medium-ship and possibly animal
communication. Soul Paintings by Christian are available
to have your soul portrait painted and receive a reading
from Christian. They will also have Reiki or hand massage
demonstrations and much more. The last reading will be
booked no later than 6 p.m.
Spark of Divine, LLC offers a small retail store for all your
metaphysical needs. They carry candles, incense, crystals,
drums, cards, CD’s, statuary, jewelry, Tools of Evolution and
more. They also offer Yoga, Reiki, Angelology, Full Moon
events and a wide-range of spiritual classes and workshops.
Spark of Divine, LLC is located at 1789 Old Dixie Hwy,
Vero Beach on the corner of 18th St in the Corner Shoppes.
For more information call Beth at 772-257-6499 or visit
SparkofDivine.com to link to our calendar of events.
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Safe High Performance Personal
Care Products Available

B

eautycounter is on
a mission to get safe
products into the hands
of everyone and Kerri
Chiappone, Beautycounter
consultant, is excited to
share their mission with
our readers. According to
Beautycounter, there are
about 10,000 chemicals commonly found in personal care
products; only 10% of those chemicals have safety data. “In
addition, the United States has not passed a major federal
law to regulate the ingredients used in personal care products
since 1938...yes, 1938,” says Chiappone.
In response, Beautycounter is setting a new safety standard
in personal care products and has banned more than 1,500
ingredients from their products. “We also ensure our products
perform, and that they’re as indulgent as any luxe shampoo,
lipstick or oil on the market,” says Chiappone. Beautycounter is
proud to be among the first to be EWG Verified. Environmental
Working Group (EWG) is a non-profit, non-partisan
organization dedicated to protecting human health and the
environment; verification is an easily identifiable mark for
consumers to identify products that meet their rigorous criteria.
For more information, call Kerri Chiappone at 954-6636621 or via email at kerrichiappone@gmail.com and ask
how you can get Mother’s Day gifts with special savings. Visit
Beautycounter.com/KerriChiappone. See ad on page 23.

The Cloudwalker Place
Welcomes

Master Ki Dahng Nam
This gifted healer and Korean
Master is conducting classes in
Solar healing and a fusion of tai
chi, qi-gong and yoga.
• Creates an intense healing effect throughout
the brain and body.
• Unique 5-step approach to activate the brain
through a deep mind-body connection.
• Brain-based approach to comprehensive wellness

Tao Yoga and Ki Gong with Tai Chi on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 9:00-10:15 a.m.

Master Ki is also available for private health enhancing sessions.

The Cloudwalker Place
703 17th Street, Vero Beach

772-217-2887 • TheCloudwalker.com

Here to Help Provides
Residential Services

L

aura Aquilino has
opened her new
business, Here To Help,
serving the Palm Bay
and Melbourne area.
After 30+ years of
working long days and
weekends in the IT/technical field and designing websites in her
spare time, Aquilino had an intense feeling that she needed to do
more for others. “Knowing how hard it was for me to get simple
tasks done with my difficult work schedule, I wanted to help
ease life for others who either had the same time issues or any
other reasons why they needed help in their daily life,” shares
Aquilino. Since living in Florida, she has seen how important
it is to have time to enjoy the beautiful weather and all that the
area offers. Through Here To Help Aquilino provides residential
services including grocery shopping, errands, laundry, airport
transportation and more on a weekly or emergency basis.
For more information, contact Laura at 321-427-6741 or
visit HereTooHelp.com. Serving Melbourne and Palm Bay.
See ad on page 44.
natural awakenings
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newsbriefs
Humane Society to
Host Mother’s Day
Adoption Special

I
Children’s Meditation
and Yoga Programs
at Aquarian Dreams

A

quarian Dreams will be hosting
a series of meditation and yoga
classes for children and teens during
May. Each Friday afternoon at 4 p.m.
offers something for kids.
The Conscious Kids class on May 6
provides a holistic approach to health
and happiness for kids 7 to 12 years old
through yoga poses, centered breathing,
inspired arts and crafts, music,
mediation, original games and more.
In the Meditation for Children class
held May 13 and 27, children ages 7
to 12 will be introduced to the concept
and practice of meditation through fun
stories and activities that will help them
build inner awareness and attention.
On May 20th the Children’s
Mandala Meditation Class children
ages 6 to 11 will design and create
their own mandala, and learn the
meanings of the different colors.
A yoga class designed for teens
will be held Sunday, May 29 at 1
p.m. that will include a variety of
techniques to achieve inner beauty,
self-confidence and radiant health.
Family yoga classes for parents and
children ages 3 to 6 will be held on
Wednesdays at 4:30 p.m. Yoga for Kids
ages 7 to 11 will be held Tuesdays
at 4 p.m. These fun and enriching
classes incorporate poses, breathing,
relaxation, games, positive thinking,
creative visualization and much more.
Workshops are held at Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave (Hwy
A1A) in Indialantic. Call 321-7299495 to register. AquarianDreams.
com. See ad on page 3.
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n celebration of Mother’s Day, the
Brevard Humane Society will be
hosting a special adoption event on May
6th - 8th, at the Humane Society on Cox
Road in Cocoa (opening at 11 a.m.) and their Merritt Island Adoption Center,
located at 155 Pioneer Road on Merritt Island (opening at 10 a.m.).
During this 3-day event, the Humane Society will reduce the adoption fees
for all adult cats (one year of age or older) to $25. Price does not include rabies
vaccine or county tag.
For more information, contact the Brevard Humane Society at 321-636-3343
or visit BrevardHumaneSociety.com

Who Would You Be Without
Your Story Workshop

T

he Who Would You Be without Your Story workshop
will be offered at the Awareness Center in Cocoa
Village on Saturday, May 14 from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. The
workshop asks participants: Do you have a story that you
always tell? Does that story define who you are? Are you
tired of hearing it? According to Dawn Meyer, Certified Facilitator with Access
Consciousness, “That story is not only your excuse but your limitation too!”
Meyer will share tools and exercises for letting go of your story and stepping into
something new during this dynamic workshop.
The Awareness Center is located at 633C Brevard Avenue on Sally’s Alley in Cocoa
Village at the west end of the alley. For more information visit OurAwarenessCenter.com,
call 321-261-5975 or email Dawn@OurAwarenessCenter.com. Register by Thursday,
May 12 at OurAwarenessCenter.com/classevent.html. See ad on page 23.

Master Ki Dahng Nam at Cloudwalker Place

T

he Cloudwalker place is pleased to welcome gifted healer and
Korean Master Ki Dahng Nam. He is now teaching exclusively
at The Cloudwalker Place conducting classes in Solar healing and
a fusion of tai chi, qi-gong and yoga. “This fusion approach creates
an intense healing effect throughout the brain and body,” says John
Walcott, owner of The Cloudwalker Place. Master Ki utilizes a
unique 5-step approach to activate the brain through a deep mindbody connection. “This is a distinctive brain-based approach to
comprehensive wellness. Overall health starts with a healthy brain,
since it regulates all bodily functions, emotions, and thoughts,” says Walcott.
Master Ki teaches the Tao Yoga and Ki Gong with Tai Chi on Monday through
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 9-10:15 a.m. at The Cloudwalker Place. Cost
is $15 per class or monthly pricing is available.
Master Ki is also available for private health enhancing sessions. He can be
reached at 928-593-0345 or ki241@live.com. The Cloudwalker Place is located
at 703 17th Street, Vero Beach. For more information, call 772-217-2887. See ad
on page 11.
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John Edward Visits Melbourne

P

sychic Medium John Edward will be at the
Hilton Melbourne Rialto Place on June 11
at 2 p.m. “John Edward has brought a fresh,
honest and thought provoking attitude to
the world of psychic phenomena,” says Alex
Smith, Director of Communications. “As a
medium, author and lecturer, he has, over the
last three decades, helped thousands with his
uncanny ability to predict future events and
communicate with those who have crossed
over to the Other Side. Deeply compelling,
often startling and occasionally humorous,
John’s down-to-earth approach has earned
him a vast and loyal following.”
In 2000, John pioneered the psychic
phenomena genre with the television program Crossing Over with John
Edward on the Syfy network. It was the first television show syndicated
worldwide devoted to psychic mediumship and it would go on to run for four
seasons. John followed up the success of Crossing Over with John Edward
with another television program, John Edward Cross Country, which debuted
on the WE network in 2006 and ran for three seasons.
Reading not guaranteed. Hilton Rialto is located at 200 Rialto Place in
Melbourne. Tickets are available at JohnEdward.net, etix.com, or by phone at
800-514-3849. See ad on page 2.

Fall Travel Adventures

I

f you like travel that’s somewhat off
the beaten path, then Susan Drew’s
Sangha Tours adventures might fit the
bill – especially some of the tours she’s
offering this fall. She will be escorting
a luxury group tour to Galapagos
Islands in October for either a 3 or 7-night cruise on yacht La Pinta, including
time in historical Quito. Also consider joining her earlier for 4 nights in the
Amazon Rainforest at a luxury eco-resort. After the cruise, there’s an optional
7-night tour of Peru and Machu Picchu. Travelers can fly Quito-Lima or if only
doing the Peru tour, then Miami-Lima. Drew describes her tours as “pushing
the envelope during the day, but coming back to great hotels at night.” All
hotel and cruise accommodations are luxury. In addition, she sets up custom
designed tours for her clients, including an October Cambodia-Vietnam tour
that’s open to all.
For more information call Susan Drew at 772-567-6202, email susandrew@
peoplepc.com, or visit Sanghatours.net. Rainforest (10/22-26): $1610, Quito
& 3-Night Cruise (10/26-10/31): $3790, Quito & 7-Night Cruise (10/26-11/4):
$7790, Peru (11/4-11/11): $2890, Cambodia-Vietnam (10/20-11/2): $3390
(Costs: pp double occupancy, singles upon request, all air extra). Space is limited.
See ad on page 44.

HEA

it us at
!
LT H Y L I V I N G E X P O

321-610-3989

Lake Washington Shoppes
2330 N. Wickham Rd. • Ste. 14 • Melbourne

CBD Hemp Oil

WE ALSO CARRY: Supplements
Vitamins & Herbs • Healthy Snacks
Oils & Spices • Skin & Body Care
Organic & Gluten-free Products

Free Classes

FIND US ON FACEBOOK
Mention Natural Awakenings for...

The more you praise and celebrate your life, the more
there is in life to celebrate. ~Oprah Winfrey

$5 OFF
Purchase of
$20 or more

$15 OFF
Purchase of
$75 or more

Offers cannot be combined. Expires 5/31/16
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Expect to lose 5-15 pounds
in just 10 days!
PLUS re-set your metabolism and
break your addiction to food.

Pennie H. Lost 21 lbs and 21 in.

This is the organic, non-GMO, gluten-free,
vegan cleanse that is sweeping the nation!
Contact: DeDe Webster • 321-917-6711
To order online: Enter code
Webster for $50 off
at MyPuriumGift.com

Natural Awakenings
Family of Franchises
Keeps Growing
Eddie C. Lost 15 lbs and 6.5 in.

WORKING TOGETHER TO
CREATE GOOD VIBRATIONS

Readings & Healing
Sessions with Robin:

• Clairvoyant Medium Readings
• Master Healing Sessions
• Aura Photo Imaging

Also available for:
Events & Parties
Wedding & Funeral Services

facebook.com/RobinAquaAuraImages

Spiritual Development

@AquaAura_Robin

1-888-811-0411 • AquaAuraImages.com • Home Sessions Available

Balance your Body, Mind & Spirit

Hatha Yoga with Marilyn
Guided yoga postures with
Stretching • Deep Breathing • Relaxation
Reduce your stress,
become calmer, increase your f lexibility
and energy ~ $5 a class

Pelican Beach Clubhouse • 1495 Highway A1A
Mon & Wed, 6:30-7:45pm

Call Satellite Beach Recreation Dept • 321-773-6458
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N

atural Awakenings Publishing Corp.
(NAPC) welcomed five new publishers to its April training session at
the corporate headquarters in Naples,
Florida. The staff spent several days
with these entrepreneurs, discussing the
ins and outs of publishing new Natural Awakenings editions in Boulder/
Fort Collins, Colorado, and Delaware/
Chester County, Pennsylvania, and taking ownership of existing magazines in
Charlotte, North Carolina; Charleston,
South Carolina; and Portland, Oregon/
Vancouver, Washington.
Founded by Chief Executive Officer
Sharon Bruckman with a single
edition in Naples in 1994, Natural
Awakenings has grown to become
one of the largest, free, local, healthy
living publications in the world.
Franchise publishers collectively serve
nearly 4 million readers each month
via 95 magazines published in cities
across the U.S., Puerto Rico and the
Dominican Republic.
“Living a conscious lifestyle that
supports our well-being and the
sustainability of Planet Earth has
become more important than ever,”
says Bruckman. “Our dedicated family
of publishers, supported by local
advertisers, connects readers with
the resources they need to create a
healthier, happier world that works for
all living things.”
For a list of locations where Natural
Awakenings is published or to learn more
about franchising opportunities, call 239530-1377 or visit NaturalAwakenings.com.
See ad on page 46.
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AURAVINDA
HEALING & MASSAGE

Cotton Hygiene Items
Contaminated with
Monsanto’s Glyphosate

A

recent study by researchers at the University of La
Plata, in Argentina, has found that most of the cotton
hygiene products on the market contain the chemical
glyphosate, widely used in agriculture as an herbicide.
According to a recent World Health Organization
statement, glyphosate is a probable carcinogen to humans.
The researchers purchased samples of cotton gauze, swabs, wipes and
feminine care products including tampons and sanitary pads from stores in the
La Plata area. Dr. Damian Marino, the study’s lead researcher, recounts the
results: “Eighty-five percent of all samples tested positive for glyphosate and 62
percent for aminomethylphosphonic acid (AMPA), which is the environmental
metabolite, but in the case of cotton and sterile cotton gauze, the figure was
100 percent.”
Marino adds, “In terms of concentrations, we saw that in raw cotton, AMPA
dominates, with 39 parts per billion (PPB), followed by 13 PPB of glyphosate.
While AMPA is absent in the gauze, the material contained glyphosate at 17 PPB.”
The research was presented at the 2015 national Congress of Doctors of Fumigated
Towns, in Buenos Aires.

Ozone Averts Tooth
and Gum Infections

A

ccording to a recent report in the journal
Interventional Neuroradiology, dental practice
and research in Europe has determined that ozone
therapy can be used to slow the growth of tooth
and gum infections. Clinicians are also finding that
targeted exposure to ozonated water, gas and oils
helps to manage viral and fungal infections, including
oral herpes infections. Approximately a quarter of
lesions treated with ozone do not reappear.
These treatments have also been used successfully on sinus infections and
temporomandibular joint (TMJ) dysfunction. Using ozone offers advantages
over the use of antibiotics, which contribute to antibiotic resistance, according
to the report. In addition, ozone gas has been shown effective in eliminating
Enterococcus faecalis, one of the central bacteria involved in root canal
infections, which can become increasingly resistant to the central antimicrobial
treatment used in root canal therapy, sodium hypochlorite, and can thus
decrease the risk of continued infection.
“Additionally, the bone at the end of the roots is often shown to harbor
pathogenic bacteria for many years after traditional root canal therapy has
been completed. Ozone can eliminate those bacteria that infest this region
and remove toxic waste products that effectively prevent complete healing
of the osseous structures,” writes study author and Doctor of Dental Medicine
William Domb, director of the Inland Institute of Aesthetic Dentistry, in
Upland, California.

Enjoy Physical & Emotional Well
Being through Energy Healing
Thai Herbal or Coconut
Poultice Massage
Lymphatic Drainage
Indulge with the Ultimate
90 min Massage/
Healing Combination
Spa Packages Available

MA #44244
MM #31718

Karen Stresau LMT, BHSP

104 N. Ramona Ave., Indialantic

321.543.8587

Full menu of services and pricing at:

www.Auravinda.com

Let your imagination
soar with possibilities
for your new home.
Experienced, Personalized service where
we care about what matters to you.

Call now and let us make
your dreams come true...
UNITED REALTY OF BREVARD INC.
Martin and Terry Riley
406 E. Strawbridge Ave. Melbourne

321-951-8195
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property management
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The Missing Link: Inflammation
and Depression in Women

A

ntidepressant drug use is on the rise,
particularly among women. A report released
by Medco Health Solutions analyzed prescription
claims data from 2.5 million Americans between
2001 and 2010 and found that 25 percent of
women take drugs for a mental health condition.
Despite a mainstream medicine notion that
depression is caused by a chemical imbalance,
medications known by familiar names such as
Zoloft and Prozac meant to counter symptoms of
such an imbalance may instead be causing a host of known harmful side effects.
“In six decades, not a single study has proven that depression is caused by a
chemical imbalance,” asserts Dr. Kelly Brogan, an integrative physician, women’s
health advocate and pioneer in holistic psychiatry.
A study published in the journal JAMA Psychiatry in 2014 reviewed 10
randomized, placebo-controlled trials to assess the effectiveness of non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAID) in adults with symptoms of depression. The
researchers from Aarhus University, in Denmark, found that treating inflammation
in patients helped decrease their symptoms.
Brogan asserts that this approach is the best way to treat depression in women,
advocating the use of a holistic anti-inflammation strategy instead of NSAIDs or
antidepressants. “A more effective, drug-free approach is to recruit basic lifestyle changes
that kick-start the body’s self-healing mechanisms, helping to curtail the symptoms of
depression,” she claims. Her suggestions include dietary modification; simple breathing
and meditation techniques; minimizing exposure to biology-disrupting toxins that
include common over-the-counter drugs; sufficient sleep and exercise.
“Medical literature has emphasized the role of inflammation in mental illness
for more than 20 years, so if you think a chemical pill can save, cure or correct
you, think again,” says Brogan. “Covering over symptoms is a missed opportunity
to resolve the root cause of the problem.”
For more information, visit KellyBroganMD.com.

Red Clover Guards against
Menopausal Bone Loss

A

12-week study of 60 menopausal women in Denmark
has found that red clover halted bone loss and bone mineral
density reduction. The randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled research,
sponsored by the Aarhus University Medical School and Hospital, tested the women
over a three-month period. Half were treated with 150 milliliters of red clover
extract daily and the others were given a placebo. The red clover plant extract was
standardized to 37 milligrams of isoflavones, including 34 milligrams of aglycones.
The scientists measured changes in bone mineral density, bone mineral content
and T-score, measured at the spine and femoral bone. They also monitored bone
turnover markers. By the end of the study, the women in the placebo group had
continued to lose bone mass and bone mineral density. Those given the red clover
extract showed no such reductions during the study period. In addition, the red
clover group experienced no increase in inflammation or blood pressure.
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Legumes Keep
Colorectal
Cancer at Bay

K

orean medical school scientists
have found that those eating
more legumes have a significantly
reduced risk of colorectal cancer.
Their research analyzed the diets
of 3,740 people, including 901
colorectal cancer patients. A total of
106 different foods were graded and
calculated to establish frequency of
intake among the study participants.
The group that consumed the
highest amounts of legumes had
more than a 50 percent drop in
incidence of colorectal cancer. As
legume consumption increased,
colorectal cancer risk decreased.
The researchers attributed the
dramatic reduction in risk to the
intake of isoflavones, contained in
many nuts and beans. When intakes
of total isoflavones were calculated,
those with diets that contained
the highest levels reduced their
colorectal cancer risk, by 33 percent
in men and 35 percent in women.
The researchers reported, “The
reduced risks for colorectal cancer
among high-intake groups were most
consistent for legumes and sprouts.”

Love is the beauty
of the soul.
~Saint Augustine
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Sufferers of Chronic Fatigue Find
Relief With Oriental Medicine

Expo

by Catherine Coudray

C

hronic fatigue syndrome
(CFS) is far more than just
being tired. It is a frustrating,
complicated disorder
characterized by extreme
fatigue that may worsen with
physical or mental activity
and does not improve with
rest. Those affected with CFS
can get so run down that it
interferes with the ability
to function in day-to-day
activities with some becoming
severely disabled and even bedridden. In addition to extreme fatigue,
chronic fatigue syndrome encompasses a wide range of other symptoms,
including but not limited to, headaches, flu-like symptoms and chronic pain.
Cupping therapy is an ancient Chinese form of alternative medicine
in which a local suction is created on the skin. Practitioners believe
this mobilizes blood flow in order to promote healing. A study in China
evaluated cupping as a treatment for chronic fatigue syndrome. All of the
study patients complained of fatigue and some had additional problems
with headaches, insomnia, muscle-joint pains, backaches and pains, poor
memory, gastrointestinal disturbances, and bitter taste in their mouth,
among others. Patients ranging in age from 28-54 received sliding cupping
treatments twice a week for a total of 12 treatments. The results showed
there was vast improvement in fatigue levels, insomnia, poor memory,
spontaneous sweating, sore throat, profuse dreams, poor intake, abdominal
distention, diarrhea, and alternating constipation and diarrhea.
In another study conducted at the First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou
University of Traditional Chinese Medicine in Guangzhou, China, subjects
with chronic fatigue syndrome were evenly divided by random selection
into an acupuncture group and a control group. The observation group
was treated with acupuncture and the control group was treated with an
injection. Participants completed a fatigue scale and results showed that
people who received acupuncture reported significantly more relief from
their symptoms. A similar study conducted in Hong Kong gave half of the
group conventional needle acupuncture and half (the control group) sham
acupuncture. Again, using a fatigue scale, improvements in physical and
mental fatigue were significantly bigger in the acupuncture group and no
adverse events occurred.
Acupuncture and Oriental medicine is effective for relieving aches and
pains. Treatments can help you avoid getting sick as often, recover more
quickly, as well as improve your vitality and stamina.
Catherine Coudray, Lic Ap. Dipl. Ap. OMD, offers a variety of treatment
options including nutritional counseling, acupuncture, bio puncture, herbal
therapies with customized formulas blended in her own clinical herbal
pharmacy and blood testing with laboratory privileges at Lab Corp. She is
located at Harbour Community Acupuncture, 1300 Pine Tree Drive, Suite
9, Indian Harbour Beach. For more information, call 321-960-6959 or visit
CoudrayAcupuncture.com. See ad on page 25.
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Green Wedding

Purpose and Meaning Help
Seniors Live Longer

Eco-Style the Momentous Event
It’s summer wedding
planning season, and
couples can save money
and conserve natural
resources by planning a
simpler, more ecological
event. Instead of hosting
the reception at a pricey
hotel or restaurant,
consider moving the
ceremony and reception
to a serene location
like a beach, park or nature center. Local park and
recreation departments may collaborate on making
arrangements at public facilities, and nominal fees
help support their ongoing operations. A natural
setting at an eco-conscious hotel is equally well
suited to serving healthy, organic food from a
local or on-site health food restaurant, caterer or
specialty grocer. Here are some more tips.
Purchase organic flowers to avoid pesticides
and artificial fragrances often containing toxic
chemicals. Buying from local growers cuts
transportation costs.
Choose a wedding gown made of organic and
sustainable fibers. ChasingGreen.org points out
that organic farming reduces atmospheric carbon
dioxide by using 37 percent fewer fossil fuels than
conventional methods.
While releasing butterflies or doves may
constitute a symbol of love, it can be fatal, especially
for the birds, which possess no survival skills in the
wild. Also, tossing birdseed over the happy couple,
for a time viewed as an improvement on throwing
rice, is just as wasteful and messy.
Instead, greet the newly hitched lovers by blowing
bubbles—it’s inexpensive, childhood fun that won’t
harm clothes, animals or the environment. Guests
can recycle the wands and bottles, which are
available in small sizes for weddings.
Show care for other animals by abstaining
from balloons. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
notes that balloons that end up in nearby waters
or landfills can be mistaken for food and cause
stomach blockages for whales, dolphins, turtles
and birds.
Rather than pay big bucks for a band that
consumes electricity, go with one or two local,
unplugged musicians such as an acoustic guitar
player and flutist. Guests will relish hearing
moving, personal renditions of love songs instead
of clichéd tunes.
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A

study of 9,050 people
by researchers at
Britain’s University College
of London (UCL), Princeton
University and Stony Brook
University has determined
that a sense of purpose
and meaning in the lives
of older individuals can
significantly reduce the risk of earlier mortality. The researchers
called this greater sense of purpose “evaluative well-being”.
The study followed subjects that averaged 65 years old at the
start for eight-and-a-half years. During that period, 9 percent of
those with the highest levels of well-being died. Among those
with the lowest levels of well-being, 29 percent passed away
during the same period.
The study was led by Professor Andrew Steptoe, director of the
UCL Institute of Epidemiology and Health Care, who explains,
“These analyses show that the meaningfulness and sense of
purpose that older people have in their lives are also related
to survival.” The mechanisms for this effect are still largely
unknown. “There are several biological mechanisms that may
link well-being to improved health, such as through hormonal
changes or reduced blood pressure,” he says.

Staying Active Relates
to Healthy Hearing

R

esearch from Johns
Hopkins University has
found that elderly persons
that engage in frequent
physical activity have
a reduced incidence of
hearing loss. The researchers
tested 706 people of age
70 or older. The subjects
responded to a questionnaire
about their physical activity
levels over the previous 30 days and wore accelerometers to
measure their level of day-to-day physical activity.
Subjects were categorized as inactive, insufficiently active
or sufficiently active. After testing each participant’s hearing,
the researchers found that those in the inactive category,
according to the accelerometer data, were 70 percent more
likely to suffer from significant hearing impairment. The
data produced by the questionnaires alone suggested that
individuals in the lowest category had a 59 percent increased
incidence of hearing impairment.
PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER TO PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT
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in building a healthier, stronger society that benefits all.

Fouled Play
Toxic GMO Pesticides Drift Near Athletic Fields
In an Environmental Working Group
(EWG) survey, more than 90 percent of
athletic fields and parks in six sample
states are within 1,000 feet of a corn
or soybean field where two toxic
weed killers, glyphosate and 2,4-D,
are commonly sprayed on genetically
modified (GMO) corn, soybeans and
other crops, meaning that nearby athletes
are likely to be exposed. More than 56
percent of the facilities in the study were within 200 feet of such farmland.
Corn and soybean farmers in at least 15 states now have the option of planting
GMO crops that can withstand repeated spraying with Monsanto’s glyphosate and
the 2,4-D mixture sold by Dow AgroSciences under the brand name Enlist Duo.
Sprayed herbicides readily drift through the air, potentially exposing people and
the nearby environment.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency approved the use of Enlist Duo
for GMO crops shortly before the World Health Organization concluded that
glyphosate, the world’s most widely used herbicide, is “probably carcinogenic
to humans.” Dow’s 2,4-D also possibly causes cancer, according to leading
experts; exposure has also been linked to Parkinson’s disease, hypothyroidism and
suppression of the human immune system.
Source: EWG.org

Mm-mm Good
Campbell’s Endorses GMO Labeling
Campbell Soup Company recently
became the first major food corporation
to support the mandatory labeling of
genetically modified ingredients and
will support the enactment of federal
legislation to establish a single mandatory
labeling standard for foods derived from
genetically modified organisms (GMO).
A company spokesperson says, “With
92 percent of Americans supporting
the labeling of GMO foods, Campbell
believes now is the time for the federal
government to act quickly to implement a federal solution.” The company
says that if a federal solution is not reached, it is prepared to label all of its
U.S. products for the presence of ingredients derived from GMOs and seek
guidance from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and approval by the U.
S. Department of Agriculture. The company also has pledged to remove artificial
colors and flavors from nearly all of its North American products by July 2018.
For more information, visit WhatsInMyFood.com.
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Salmon Scam
Farmed Fish Mislabeled
as Wild-Caught
The nonprofit Oceana reveals that
salmon, America’s favorite fish, is
often mislabeled in restaurants and
grocery stores. They collected 82
salmon samples from restaurants and
grocery stores between December
2013 and March 2014 and found that
43 percent were mislabeled. DNA
testing confirmed that the majority of
the mislabeling (69 percent) consisted
of farmed Atlantic salmon being sold
as a wild-caught product.
“Americans might love salmon,
but as our study reveals, they may be
falling victim to a bait-and-switch,”
says Beth Lowell, a senior campaign
director with Oceana. “Not only are
consumers getting ripped off, but
responsible U.S. fishermen are being
cheated when fraudulent products
lower the price for their hard-won
catch.”
Kimberly Warner, Ph.D., the
report’s author and a senior scientist
at Oceana, observes, “While U.S.
fishermen catch enough salmon to
satisfy 80 percent of our domestic
demand, 70 percent of that catch
is then exported, instead of going
directly to American grocery stores
and restaurants.”
Source: Oceana.org
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Picture Your Future
Creating a Vision Board
Makes Dreams Real
by Jayne Morris

V

ision boards, a powerful tool
for transformation, comprise
a collage of pictures, phrases,
poems and quotes that visually
represent what we would like to
experience more of in life. Building
one works to uncover hidden desires
and inner guidance that help clarify
the details of a roadmap to our future.
Anyone can create one in a few hours.
The layout may be intuitive, placing
pieces where feelings direct; circles
within circles like a mandala; or in
titled, pie-shaped segments arranged
in the form of a wheel.
Board basics: Choose a large piece
of poster board, corkboard or canvas
the size of an unfolded newspaper.
Gather pens, scissors, glue or pins,
sticky tape and a current selfie.

A vision board
clarifies our
deepest desires.
Gather 10 to 20 magazines ranging
from women’s and men’s fashion,
health and fitness to hobbies, house
and garden and travel, including
animals representing specific character
traits. Pick topics that resonate,
uplift and inspire, energize or bring
relaxation. Beauty salons, libraries and
community centers like to clear out
old issues; an alternative is to assemble
images by using a computer.

Prepare a space: Find a quiet,
relaxing spot, free of
disturbances and distractions.
Mindset magic: Let go of ought-tos,
shoulds and musts. Rest assured that
feeling the desire to be good, to do
good or have something good in our
life means we can make it happen,
even if we do not yet know how.
Flick, snip and stick: Have fun
seeing what jumps out and catches
your attention while riffling through
the magazine pages. Clip and place
these images in a pile, and then sort
out those that feel really right.
Arrange: Experiment with the
positioning and relationships of
words and images until it feels good.
Take a photograph as a reference.
Affix pieces either so they can be
repositioned or permanent, leaving
spaces to symbolize an openness to
receiving more ideas.
Purpose Statement: Play with
words that describe desired values
and qualities to eventually shape an
inspiring affirmation representing
cherished personal aspirations for the
year ahead. Place this next to the selfie
and other key personal photos in the
center of the board and reinforce its
verity by daily repeating it.
Pride of place: Prominently display
the board where it will be visible
throughout the day. The more time
we spend with our board, the more
movement we’ll make toward our
goals and the faster they’ll become
our reality.
Activate: Sit with the board and
connect with its opportunities.
Visualize being, doing, having and
experiencing everything shown, as if
they are already an intimate part of
daily life. This living, breathing idea
grows with us, and a companion
gratitude journal can support us in
acknowledging our progress.
Jayne Morris is the author of Burnout
to Brilliance: Strategies for Sustainable
Success, from which this was adapted.
Learn more at JayneMorris.com.
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Educating, Treating
and Healing With
Ancient Chinese Wisdom
by Julie Peterson

N

i’s Chinese Medical Center has
been treating people of all ages
since 1991, when Bo-Shih Ni,
LAc, DOM, founded his first location in
Florida after working as an acupuncturist
for 10 years in China. Now, with three
locations in Florida and additional
practitioners working beside him, Dr. Ni
is living out his goal to bring the ancient
wisdom of Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM) to the United States.
In January 2016, Yang-Fen (Sophia)
Sun, LAc, Dipl.O.M., relocated from
Ni’s Orlando center to the Melbourne
center, allowing for an increase in
treatment hours for Melbourne patients.
Dr. Ni is in the office on Tuesdays and
Sun is there Monday through Friday.
At Ni’s Chinese Medical Center,
the staff and practitioners answer a lot
of questions. But that’s a good thing.
TCM is not yet fully understood by
most people in America. The health
philosophy of TCM is certainly not
new to the world, but Americans are
generally more educated in modern
medical practices, or what is referred
to as Western medicine, than they
are with this medical approach that is
thousands of years old.
While most people are familiar
with the Western medical approach of
identifying a disease and treating the
symptoms, TCM takes a totally different
view of maintaining or restoring health
and wellness. It starts with the belief
that the human body is a dynamic
system and that the mind, body and
spirit are all interconnected. TCM
treatment is designed to find balance
in the functioning of the mind, body
and spirit and the healthy flow of life
through the whole person.
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TCM treatment is designed
to find balance in the
functioning of the mind,
body and spirit and the
healthy flow of life through
the whole person.
People commonly call Ni’s Chinese
Medical Center to ask if the center
provides treatment for a particular illness.
According to Julie Kelbley, Business
Manager for the Melbourne center and
the two satellite centers in Orlando and
The Villages, that is the one question she
answers daily. “Do you treat XYZ?”
“We treat everything that goes on
with the human body,” Kelbley states.
“We don’t treat symptoms, we look for
the root cause of those symptoms and
treat that. If you say you have pain or
internal disease or arthritis, we look for

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

why you have that condition and seek to
adjust that imbalance in your system.”
Finding balance in a person’s whole
system can involve a variety of methods
over several treatments. Acupuncture is
one of these, using hair-thin needles to
stimulate locations along the 14 major
energy channels that run through the
human body. By stimulating this energy,
called Chi, any blockage or misdirection
of energy flow can be corrected.
Imbalance in Chi can be the root cause
of pain, dysfunction in the body, or
poor health. Restoring the balance and
flow of Chi allows body systems to
work in harmony once again, making it
possible for the body to heal – which it
is designed to do when all is in balance.
In cases where the body’s energy
is deficient, herbal medicines are
prescribed to strengthen the energy
system or to treat specific issues. Ni’s
Chinese Medical Center has a unique
raw herbal pharmacy that includes
hundreds of herbs. The roots, barks,
leaves and other natural plant, animal
and mineral source materials are used
to formulate prescription herb teas
or capsules. Chinese herbology is a
science that has been refined over
thousands of years and requires a doctor
to understand the properties of every
single herb and how they work when
combined with other herbs. Each patient
receives a carefully crafted and unique
prescription for their entire health
condition. In addition, Dr. Ni’s formulas
are inspected and tested by the U.S.
FDA in order to ensure safety. (As an
added bonus, the herbal pharmacy gives
the entire office a pleasing natural green
smell, as opposed to that sterile smell
found in most medical clinics.)
As part of Dr. Ni’s goal to educate
people on TCM, Ni’s in Melbourne
offers free monthly health seminars. One
Tuesday evening each month, attendees
are treated to a seminar on a specific
health issue and then offered a question
and answer session afterward. The next
seminar is May 24 and will focus on
chronic fatigue. Other popular topics
have included digestive issues, sports
injuries, oncology support, arthritis and
high blood pressure. Anyone may attend
simply by calling the office and making
a reservation (seating is limited). The
schedule of upcoming topics can also be
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Massage & Cranial Sacral Therapy
Cellular Memory and Trauma Sessions and Classes
Micro Current Pain Management Therapy

One Tuesday evening each
month, attendees are treated to
a seminar on a specific health
issue and then offered a question
and answer session afterward.
found by reading the Calendar of Events in
Natural Awakenings or by calling the office.
By educating the public, Ni’s hopes to
help more people find new routes to health
and wellbeing through TCM. Ni’s is always
accepting new patients, and that is because
practitioners there work to find quick
results for those who seek treatment.
“Our patients are getting well and going
on with their lives,” states Kelbley. “This
is why we can accept new patients all the
time. We heal the patients we see and then
they are out the door.”
Patients of Ni’s Chinese Medical Center
are more than happy to expound on the
positive outcomes of their treatments. Both
the testimonials page and the photos and
videos page of Ni’s website include detailed
and enthusiastic testimonials dating back as
far as 2008 from patients who had suffered
from every issue imaginable, from acid
reflux to cancer to migraines to osteoarthosis
to unexplained pain.
It’s clear from the testimonials, that Ni’s
will be accepting new patients for years
to come. By looking at each new patient
as a unique body with myriad symptoms
and treating the underlying causes of those
symptoms, the healing will continue.
Ni’s Chinese Medical Center, 1250 W Eau
Gallie Blvd, Ste H, Melbourne. Open 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday. DrBoNi.
com. 321-757-9731. See ad on page 27.
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Tips for the Best
Yard Sale Ever
How to Profitably Give
Unwanted Stuff a New Life
by Sarah Tarver-Wahlquist

E

ach American discards an
average of 4.4 pounds of personal
garbage a day according to
the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. Half of what we toss can be
recycled. A yard sale can both clear
out the clutter and keep reusable
items in circulation.

Assemble Merchandise
In assembling merchandise from all
around the house, make it a family
affair, with everyone contributing
things to consider together. Before
putting any item in the “keep” pile,
ask: How long have I lived with this?
How often did I need it? How often
will I use it now and in the future?
Check with neighbors and friends
to see if they want to join in a multifamily sale likely to draw more
potential buyers.

Advertise
Getting the word out is essential. Place
a yard sale listing in a local newspaper,
either for free or a small fee. Free online
posting is available at Craigslist.org
and GarageSaleHunter.com. Also, post
flyers (on recycled paper) seven to 10
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days before the sale along busy streets
in the community.
On the event day, make sure that
large, bright signs in the neighborhood
lead buyers to the sale. Reuse cardboard
from old boxes to save money and
recycle signs and flyers afterwards.
Cindy Skrzynecki, of Minneapolis, who
has monitored the phenomenon, notes,
“Shoppers tend to equate the size of
a sign with the size of a sale, so a few
large, well-placed signs may draw more
people to you than several smaller signs.”
Skrzynecki says that holiday
weekends or weekends that coincide
with popular local events are excellent
because, “You’ll provide a fun activity
for people that stay in town.”

Set Up
How items are displayed is important.
Here’s how to make old stuff as
attractive as possible to buyers.
The cleaner the better. Make sure all
items are presentable.
Make items visible. Arrange a
display that’s catchy and organized.
Use tabletops and bookcases; even
improvised surfaces can work, such
as plywood atop buckets.
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Show clothing effectively. Hangers
are better than folded piles that get
messy.
Does this thing work? Have an
extension cord handy so people can
test electrical devices, and provide
a measuring tape for furniture and
other large items. Have batteries on
hand for testing items like flashlights
or electronic games. Label things that
don’t work and price accordingly for
those that know how to fix things or
strip parts.
Ensure the price is right. All items
should be clearly priced via a small
sticker; buyers quickly tire of asking
and sellers may not recall earlier
answers. For multiple sellers, use a
different colored sticker for each,
remove the stickers as items sell, and
use the totals from the stickers to
divide profits at day’s end.
Use creative labeling. Provide
buyers with uses for odd items.
Sunny Wicka, author of Garage Sale
Shopper, says, “Sales can be made
solely by suggesting a novel use.”
Also spark the shopper’s imagination
by combining art supplies—like old
magazines, papers, markers, paints
and knickknacks—on a table labeled
“Great for Art!” or group household
items, crates and blankets labeled
“Going Away to College?”
Prepare for early birds. Yard sale
pros arrive early to scour sales for the
best deals. Be prepared to bargain or
else make it clear that prices are fixed
via a few friendly signs.
After the initial rush, consider
accepting bargain offers. During the final
hour, consider cutting prices in half.

Ready, Set, Sell
Summer and early fall are good times
for yard sales. Make it exceptional, a
place where people will have fun and
want to hang around (more browsing
time often means more purchases).
Play upbeat music, set up a children’s
play area and maybe a kids’ lemonade
stand as cool drinks help keep
shoppers refreshed and cheerful.
Consider sharing the fruits of family
hobbies such as homemade items,
plant cuttings or herbs in hand-painted
clay pots and cut flowers. Shoppers
appreciate such personal touches.
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Arrange for the Aftermath
Arrange a charity donation pickup beforehand to truck away
leftover items. The Salvation Army
and Vietnam Veterans of America
regularly move still useful items into
welcoming homes.
For those that enjoy throwing yard
sales, consider organizing charity
yard sales in the community. Engage a
local place of worship, neighborhood
association or school to help people
recycle their old stuff while also raising
funds for worthy causes.
Sarah Tarver-Wahlquist is a frequent
contributor to Green American magazine
(GreenAmerica.org), from which
this was adapted. For more tips, visit
YardSaleQueen.com/yardsale.htm.

Where to Unload
the Unsold
Electronics Industries Alliance
Environment Consumer Education
Initiative—Many organizations
will refurbish and donate used
electronics to charities and
nonprofits that can use them.
Those that recycle ancient or
broken equipment can be found at
ECyclingCentral.com.
ExcessAccess.org—This service
matches business and household
item donations with the wish lists of
nonprofits that provide pick-ups.
Goodwill Industries—Check the
yellow pages or Goodwill.org to
find a nearby donation site and
store; 85 percent of profits support
employment services.
The Salvation Army—Check the
yellow pages or SalvationArmyUSA.
org to find the organization’s nearest
donation site (by zip code) or
schedule a pickup (click Ways You
Can Help); 100 percent of profits
from sales fund its service programs.
Vietnam Veterans of America—Pickups usually can be scheduled the
same week; accepts a full range of
household items for use by veterans’
families (PickUpPlease.org).

Discover the 5 Secrets
that You Must Know to:
• Look Younger Longer
• Live More Energetically
• Improve Joint Health
• Sleep Better

Better Function can be Yours!
Let me help you discover the revolutionary method of
analyzing one’s body to optimize your body chemistry.

Dr. Michele Munnich
CHIROPRACTIC PHYSICIAN

Absolutely Divine Wellness
5445 Village Dr, Ste 108, Viera

321-482-0345
AbsolutelyDivineWellness.com

INITIAL EVALUATION ONLY $39 ($120 VALUE)
THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE REIMBURSED FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE, EXAMINATION, OR
TREATMENT THAT’S PERFORM AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISING FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE, EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.

Take Charge of Your Health…

with Meditherm DITI

DIGITAL INFRARED THERMAL IMAGING

Thermography is:
• Radiation free
• Painless
• Non-Invasive
• Time efficientScan takes less
than 10 minutes
• F.D.A. registered
• Cost effective
We can detect abnormalities and changes in the early
stages when they are easiest to correct!
Contact us today to schedule your thermal imaging scan!

For Your Health Thermal Imaging, LLC
Suntree Business Center
3270 Suntree Blvd, Ste A-128, Melbourne

321-987-7893

DrJessicaWellness.com
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Christie Brinkley Shares
Her Secrets to Lasting Beauty
by Gerry Strauss

S

upermodel extraordinaire Christie
Brinkley looks as amazing in
her 60s as she did when she first
graced the cover of Sports Illustrated
nearly 40 years ago. In a new book,
Timeless Beauty, Brinkley reveals her
anti-aging secrets, many of which
involve reliance on healthful foods,
a positive attitude, exercise and good
skin care. Much of what she’s learned is
reflected in her line of Christie Brinkley
Authentic Skincare. Here, she shares
some highlights of how she keeps her
mind and body healthy.

Because you also recognize
the importance of treating
the body well from the outside as well as from the
inside, what other practices
do you apply?

Why did you become
a vegetarian at age 14?

Was it tougher to maintain
your natural standards as your
career became filled with
travel and tight schedules?
After I first became a vegetarian kid
living at home, I soon convinced my
family to go vegetarian, too. I read a
lot of books to learn how to replace
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How much of anti-aging do you
believe is tied to mental and
emotional health?
Growing old gracefully is all about
the positive energy that you use to
power through your day and project
to others. Happiness is a youthful
quality and a smile is always our best
accessory; it’s also been proven to
release feel-good endorphins.
When you take good care of yourself
by eating right and exercising, you
naturally feel better about yourself.
If we’re feeling down, stressed
or depressed, we’re tempted to
eliminate exercise, which is the very
thing that could lift us up and make
us feel better. The more we move, the
merrier we are.

Why She Still Looks Terrific
After 40 Years as a Model

When I was 13, I picked up a book from
the nightstand in my parents’ bedroom
called Miami and the Siege of Chicago
by Norman Mailer. I happened to
open to a page with a highly graphic
description of Midwest slaughterhouses.
What I read turned my stomach
because I loved animals and wanted no
part in this inhumane system. I swore at
that moment I would never eat another
piece of meat and have not done so
since. For the past 49 years I have
enjoyed the resulting good karma in the
form of healthful benefits from avoiding
the antibiotics, growth hormones and
fats associated with a carnivorous diet.

seafood. I’m lucky that as a model, my
career has naturally kept me aware
of the amount of sugar I consume,
limiting its effects on skin and overall
health as well as weight.

meat protein with healthier choices.
Through the early years, as I continued
to learn about options, I tried many
kinds of vegetarian, macrobiotic and
vegan approaches.
Once I started modeling in seashore
locations, it seemed natural to me to
add bits of fresh fish and some dairy;
so for the most part I have been a
lacto ichthyo variation of vegetarian. I
raised my children as vegetarians, and
recently my daughter, Sailor, and I took
the next step to become mostly vegan. I
allow myself a little mozzarella and an
occasional salmon dish when my body
is craving it, because I think we need to
listen to what our body needs.
After the environmental disasters
of the BP oil spill in the Gulf, made
worse by toxic dispersants, and the
Fukushima nuclear plant meltdown
that pumped radioactive isotopes into
the Pacific, I am extra-cautious about
the salmon I choose and don’t eat other
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With everything we know about how
the sun can damage our skin, it’s
crucial to use a moisturizer with a
broad ultraviolet spectrum blocker of
both UVA and UVB rays to prevent
wrinkles and hyperpigmented spots.
I created my own skin care line that
offers an SPF 30 broad-spectrum
moisturizer that also defends against
infrared rays [IR], which represent
more than half of the sun’s damaging
rays that reach Earth. IR emissions also
come from manmade objects such as
computers and cell phones. Beyond
that, I wanted a product that takes
advantage of our body’s own circadian
rhythms, using special peptides that
help the body build collagen and
elastin as we sleep and repair.
Using a gentle exfoliating scrub is
also key, a step many people overlook;
I’ve included it in my daily skin care
routine for 30 years.
Gerry Strauss is a freelance writer
in Hamilton, NJ. Connect at
GerryStrauss@aol.com.
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NI’S CHINESE MEDICAL CENTER
HAN TANG INSTITUTE OF CHINESE MEDICINE
-Serving Brevard County for more than 25 years-

Chronic Fatigue
Are you struggling with unbearable exhaustion on a regular basis,
regardless of how much sleep you’ve had?
Often times chronic fatigue is accompanied with pain, sleep
disturbance, depression and difficulty concentrating.
Traditional Chinese Medicine searches for and treats the ‘root
cause’ of these debilitating symptoms so you can
start feeling better today!
We invite you to join us
Tuesday, May 24th, 6:30pm
for an in depth discussion on

“Traditional Chinese Medicine,
Meeting the Challenge of
Yang-Fen Sun
Bo-Shih Ni
Licensed
Acupuncturist
Licensed Acupuncturist
Chronic Fatigue”
Invite your friends and family to join you
in attending our health seminar.

Limited Seating, Reservations Required

Call 321-757-9731
Seminar is free and open to the public.

Traditional Chinese Medicine

Chinese Herbal Medicine * Acupuncture * Cupping * Moxa
! #"#$#! "

    

  


SPARK UP
YOUR LOVE LIFE
Natural Ways to Boost Libido
by Lisa Marshall

U

nderlying health issues aside,
a hectic schedule packed with
work deadlines, kids’ sporting
events and household chores can leave
little time for intimacy. Letting that
pattern go on too long can become
a problem. “There’s a use-it-or-lose-it
phenomenon that occurs,” says Dr.
Anita Clayton, a University of Virginia
psychiatry professor, neurologist and
author of Satisfaction: Women, Sex, and
the Quest for Intimacy.
Despite what hyper-seductive female
media stereotypes suggest we believe,
in the real world, 39 percent of women
feel they lack sex drive, and nearly
half experience some kind of sexual
dissatisfaction, according to a survey of
32,000 women published in the journal
Obstetrics & Gynecology. About one in
eight women are significantly distressed
about it. “The truth is, many of us don’t
have great sex lives,” confirms Clayton.
Sprout Pharmaceuticals introduced
Addyi, aka filbanserin, last fall; the
first prescription drug to address low
libido in women. Some heralded
the controversial medication as “the
little pink pill,” seeing it as the female
version of males’ blue Viagra pill,
which a half-million men purchased
in its first month on the market in
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1998. Yet several
months after its
launch, only about 1,000 women
had tried Addyi and many doctors
declined to prescribe it, due to its lack
of widespread efficacy and possible
adverse side effects, including low
blood pressure and fainting when
combined with alcohol.
“This is a complex problem that
requires a complex solution,” says
Honolulu-based naturopathic physician
Laurie Steelsmith, author of Great
Sex Naturally: Every Woman’s Guide
to Enhancing Her Sexuality Through
the Secrets of Natural Medicine.
“For most women, drugs are not the
answer.” She notes that for men,
boosting libido is largely a matter of
boosting circulation and blood flow to
the penis. But for women, desire for
lovemaking stems from an interplay
of emotional, interpersonal, hormonal
and anatomical drivers that make lack
of desire harder to “treat”.
The truth is that many simple,
effective, non-drug approaches exist. As
Boulder, Colorado, marriage therapist
Michele Weiner Davis puts it, “There’s
no reason why a woman wanting a
more robust sex life cannot have one.”

Overall Health Check
The number one culprit for low libido
in women is subpar physical health,
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says Steelsmith. “To be capable of
fully enjoying pleasure, you need
a healthy body.” Carrying excess
weight can both erode self-esteem
and lead to reductions in a woman’s
natural circulating testosterone, a
critical hormone that helps ignite
pleasure circuits in the female brain
and increase sensitivity in the clitoris.
Being underweight can result in fatigue
and low sexual energy, diminished
production of excitatory brain
chemicals and low levels of estrogen,
key for keeping a woman moist.
Meanwhile, Steelsmith explains,
excess stress can prompt the body to
“steal” from libido-boosting hormones
like progesterone in order to make more
of the stress-hormone cortisol. High
blood sugar can drive down testosterone,
while high cholesterol can clog pelvic
blood vessels, dulling sensation.
Depression, diabetes and thyroid
disorders are other major libido
killers, says Clayton. “If you treat
them effectively, you may see big
improvements.”
Women seeking to improve their
sexual health should first try to achieve
a healthy weight via diet and exercise,
Steelsmith says. She recommends
an organic diet rich in complex
carbohydrates (which keep blood sugar
balanced), lean protein (a precursor to
desire-related neurotransmitters) and
good fats (which help keep vulval
tissues lubricated).
Exercise—another circulation
booster—is also key. Do it before a
scheduled hot date for even better
results. One 2014 study of 52 women
found that those that worked out prior to
an anticipated romantic encounter had
significantly increased sexual desire.

Pamper Femaleness
Many women avoid sexual encounters
for fear of sparking a urinary tract or
vaginal infection. This becomes more
common after age 40, as estrogen
wanes and pelvic tissue thins and
dries, leaving it more vulnerable to
microbial invaders. Because semen is
alkaline, it changes a woman’s vaginal
pH, allowing unfriendly bacteria to
thrive, says Steelsmith.
Her advice: Always go to the
bathroom and urinate after intercourse,
and use natural lubricants, like
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vitamin E. For some women, she also
recommends low-dose, prescription
estrogen cream or suppositories.
If an infection occurs, try to treat it
naturally, avoiding antibiotics, which
can spark yeast overgrowth. Instead,
Steelsmith recommends using tea tree
oil, goldenseal, or probiotic douches or
suppositories, available online and at
health food stores.
Kegel exercises are a famous
aid, involving clamping down as if
interrupting urine flow, before releasing
and repeating. This not only help
fends off urinary incontinence and
infection, it also strengthens and firms
pelvic muscles, rendering enhanced
enjoyment for both partners.

sex. “Some people say, ‘Oh, but that’s
not spontaneous enough,’” says Weiner
Davis. “But even if you put it on the
calendar, what you do with that time can
still be spontaneous and playful.”
While most women assume that they
need to be in the mood first, research
by University of British Columbia
Psychiatrist Rosemary Basson suggests
that in some women, desire only comes
after physical arousal, especially by
a loving partner that takes the time to
meet her needs. “I wish I had a dollar
for each time someone said to me, ‘I’m
not in the mood, but once I get into it, I
surprise myself, because I have a really
good time,’” says Weiner Davis. She’s
not advising women to make love when
they really don’t want to, but rather to be
open to it even when the circumstances
aren’t ideal. “A lot of women feel like
the house has to be clean, with the kids
asleep and free of distracting noises,”
she says. “Sometimes, just do it.”

Is Sex Essential?

Make Time for Intimacy
Research has shown that over time, frequent
lovemaking actually causes structural
changes in certain areas of the brain as new
connections form and sex-related regions
grow stronger. Stop, and those areas atrophy,
making physical intimacy feel awkward
once it’s resurrected.
A sexless relationship can also be
emotionally devastating for the person,
often the male, that wants more contact,
says Weiner Davis, author of The SexStarved Marriage: Boosting Your Marriage
Libido. “For the spouse yearning for
touch, it is a huge deal,” she says. “It’s
about feeling wanted, attractive and
loved.” In her practice, she often sees
couples that are mismatched in how they
wish to demonstrate and receive love.
Often, the woman wants to feel close
emotionally before she can feel close
physically. For the man, physical intimacy
is a conduit for opening up emotionally.
When both keep waiting to get what they
want, the relationship suffers.
She counsels couples to deliberately
make time to address both partners’
needs. Schedule a long walk or intimate
dinner to talk over feelings; also schedule

Clayton points out that while 42 percent
of women experience either low sex
drive or satisfaction, fewer than 12
percent are really bothered by it. “Some
women experience great grief and loss
about this. They say, ‘It used to be a part
of my life and now it’s gone.’” For some
in this subset that are unable to find
relief via lifestyle changes, she would
recommend Addyi, said to boost desire
by changing brain chemicals. On the
other hand, many women don’t need to
take any action at all. “If someone has
low sex drive and it doesn’t matter to
them or their partner, it’s not a problem.”
That said, the benefits of attending to
an affectionate, healthy sex life can go far
beyond the bedroom, improving overall
health and strengthening relationships,
notes Steelsmith. Sex burns calories,
increases circulation, releases calming
and painkilling hormones like prolactin
and prompts production of the “bonding
hormones” vasopressin and oxytocin.
“When you are in a loving relationship
and you express that love through your
body, physiological changes occur that
can help you bond more deeply with
your partner,” she says. “The more you
make love, the more love you make.”
Lisa Marshall is a freelance health
writer in Boulder, CO. Connect at
LisaAnnMarshall.com.

Five Common
Libido Killers
Birth Control Pills: Oral
contraceptives can boost levels
of sex hormone-binding globulin,
which attaches to desire-promoting
testosterone, making it harder for the
body to access it.
Antidepressants: Numerous
antidepressant medications have
been shown to decrease libido, but
leaving depression untreated can kill
sex drive even more; consider natural
alternatives.
Smoking: It impairs circulation
to genitals.
Alcohol: Too much alcohol lowers
sexual response.
Caffeine: Excess caffeine can erode
levels of testosterone, which is vital
for driving desire.
Sources: Laurie Steelsmith, ND, and
research studies

Nature’s
Libido-Enhancers
L-arginine: Boosts blood flow to
sexual organs. Can be taken in
supplement form or applied topically.
Chinese ginseng (Panax ginseng):
Considered a sexual tonic in Chinese
medicine for its ability to stabilize
sexual energy over time; also used to
address vaginal dryness.
Epimedium (horny goat weed):
Said to stimulate nerves in genitals,
support adrenal glands and boost
levels of feel-good brain chemicals.
Phenylethylamine: Sometimes
referred to as the “romance
chemical”, this stimulant and mood
elevator is naturally released in the
brain when we have an orgasm,
exercise or eat chocolate; also
available in supplement form.
Maca: A Peruvian root used for centuries
in that country to promote sexual
energy, Maca is said to boost production
of libido-boosting hormones.
Source: Laurie Steelsmith, ND
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Looking for Breast

Thermography?
Digital Infrared Thermal Imaging
detects subtle physiologic changes
even in dense breast tissue.

s15 Minutes
sNon Invasive
may 13th
sNo Radiation
sPainless
sNo Contact with the body
sFDA Registered

fitbody

FACIAL
FITNESS
Exercises to
Tone Your
Face and Neck
by Kathleen Barnes

Dr. Donna G. Ivery
Board Certified OB-GYN

321-267-3787
4346 S. Hopkins Ave.
Titusville, FL 32780

G

www.hercareofbrevard.com
hercareofbrevard@gmail.com

Are you looking for a peaceful
and friendly place for exercise,
stretching, and clearing your mind?
We have a variety of class styles and
teachers~blending the best of traditional
yoga practices with thoughtful practical
modifications and amplifications, to honor all
fitness levels within our diverse community.

Celebrate Mom...give her the
gift of Yoga, “Unlimited Yoga”
the whole month of May $130
(available to purchase 3/31 until 5/10)

321-428-4888
InnovationYogaLLC.com
714 South Patrick Dr • Satellite Beach
Patio Plaza Shopping Center - Corner of South
Patrick/Shearwater Dr. - Behind Suntree Café
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ravity takes its toll as years
pass, and many women find
themselves bemoaning crow’s
feet, frown lines and turkey necks that
make them look older than they feel.
Experts point to the loss of “fat pads” in
the cheeks, bone loss around the eye
sockets and cheekbones and overall
weak muscles as potential contributors
to facial aging. Natural exercise
programs designed to reverse these
unpleasant signs of aging comprise a
new fitness-for-beauty trend.
“Face and neck muscles somehow
have been left out of mainstream fitness
programs,” observes Denver esthetician
and massage therapist Grace Mosgeller,
who addresses this void with her series
of eight FaceFitnez audio and video
exercises. “If you tone the muscles of
your face and neck, the skin attached to
those muscles firms and tones as well,
creating a natural youthful look.”
Muscular stress—the good kind—
is at the core of facial fitness, says
Mosgeller. She cite’s Wolff’s Law, a
well-known medical theory that bone
grows and remodels in response to
the tension or muscle engagement put
on it. “Regular facial exercise works
the muscles to correct the loss of both
muscle tone and bone density and
build collagen. It might be called the
equivalent of push-ups, pull-ups and
abdominal tucks for the face.”
Carolyn Cleaves, owner of Carolyn’s
Facial Fitness, in Seabeck, Washington,
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near Seattle, a former college professor,
developed a facial exercise program
for herself upon detecting early signs of
aging. With the help of two primary care
physicians, she designed a routine that
includes 28 basic exercises that target
all 57 facial muscles. “As we get older,
we lose the underlying layer of fat just
beneath the skin, and as a result, we
look old and tired,” says Cleaves. She
agrees that exercising the face actually
helps rebuild lost bone, enlarges the
muscles and also builds collagen. A
study from the University of Rochester,
in New York, confirms that loss of bone
mass can start in women as early as age
40. It starts in men 16 to 25 years later.
Mosgeller’s facial exercises work to
fade wrinkles and lines and firm up
sagging flesh, yielding visible results
in as little as two weeks of dedicated
training. She says, “Within six to nine
months, it’s possible to look five to 10
years younger than when you started.”
Her claims are verified by Dr. Carol
Lipper, in Denver, who states, “I’ve
done the exercises and they work.
The trouble is compliance. It’s a lot
of work.” She confirms that she saw
improvement in her droopy eyelids after
just two or three weeks of adhering to
Mosgeller’s workouts.
“It seems that every three months
or so, I see another leap in results
and a younger look,” adds Cleaves
of those using her program. Here
are a few crucial areas to target,
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with just a few of these experts’
recommended remedies.
Cleaves’ Crow’s
Feet Eliminator: Place
fingertips on top of the
head, thumbs resting
near the corners of the
eyes. Shut eyes tightly
and slide thumbs
toward the temples for
a count of five. Repeat 10 times.
Mosgeller’s Rx for
Droopy Eyelids: Place
index finger on top of
a closed eyelid, and
then lift fingers up and
slightly to the outside.
Blink hard and hold.
It’s preventive, as well
as curative, says Mosgeller, so those over
45 should repeat this 100 times a day,
while younger individuals should repeat
20 to 50 times a day.
Mosgeller’s Frown
Line Eraser: Pull
brows apart with
fingers and hold for
two seconds. Repeat
50 to 100 times up to
six times per week.
This is meant to relax
and tone the muscles, not build them.
Cleaves’ Turkey
Neck Buster: Tilt the
head back slightly.
With palm facing the
neck, grasp under the
chin with a wideopen hand and slowly
slide hand down
to the collarbone; hold there while
counting to 10. Repeat five times daily.

Come in, meet our staff. The energy
is positive, we’re AWESOME!
We know one of our disciplines will suit you!! May 6th • 6-7pm

Our professionals can help with your journey to reconnect you
with your true nature through counseling, healing sciences,
professional coaching, workshops and Mindfulness Meditation:

Lisa Terry LCSW
Psychotherapy & Mindfulness/Meditation

Gail Lois Jaffe LMHC
Psychotherapy & Brennan Healing Science

Jeanne Jessup, Professional Coach
Corporate Facilitation & Professional Coaching

Nikki Rodriguez RMHCI
Psychotherapy and EMDR

From Your Inner Sanctuary to the Boardroom, we serve Individuals,
Couples, Families & Corporations with wide-ranging conditions:
• Anxiety & Depression
• Grief & Caregiver Burnout
Meditation
• Life & Career Coaching
on Sundays
• Creativity Enhancement
9:30-10am
days
• Anger-Management
and Wednes
m
p
30
7-7:
• PTSD & Trauma
• Addiction & Weight-loss
• Personal Transformation & Spirituality
• And more
EAP services are also available.

Meet our staff
May 6th

Mala workshop:
Spiritual-Craft
Event
June 25th

Silent Meditation
Retreat
June 26th

772-564-0406 • 333 17th St. Suite 2T, Vero Beach
Mindfulway@TerryMindfulness.com • TerryMindfulness.com

Kathleen Barnes is author and publisher
of many natural health books. Connect
at KathleenBarnes.com.

Face Workouts
Find Mosgeller’s FacialFitnez exercise
video menu at Tinyurl.com/Mosgeller
FaceExercises and more info at
FaceFitnez.com.
Sample Cleaves’ video series at
CarolynsFacialFitness.com/freefacial-exercises and Tinyurl.com/
CleavesFaceExercises.

Appleseed Health Foods
Organic Lunch Café • Organic & Local Produce
Organic, Gluten-free, & Raw Foods
Vitamins & Herbs • Health & Beauty • Gifts & Books

Providing products and services
to support your healthy lifestyle
Next 7-Day Guided Juice Fast is May 13-20
1007 Pathfinder Way (off Murrell, north of Eyster)

AppleseedHealth.com • 321-631-1444 • M-F 10-6, Sat. 10-3
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How Qigong
Healed a Wounded
9/11 Firefighter
by Jonathan Henderson

O

n duty the morning of September
11, 2001, I searched for lost
friends after the tower collapsed
and then volunteered for 30 days of
12-hour shifts to recover their remains.
Three-hundred forty three firefighters died
that day and the death toll is still climbing
as a result of breathing in toxic particles.
My lungs and sinuses suffered major
damage at the trade towers site and
everything from hearing loss to depression
set in, which caused me to balloon to over
300 pounds. At a funeral for a firefighter
who died of September 11 related lung
cancer, I looked around at the low turnout
and mentioned my disappointment to
our lieutenant. Looking at the small
number attending he said, “I’ll show up
for your funeral.” I turned and said, “I’ll
show up for yours too, pal.” Seeing we
were a dying breed and there was major
mishandling of healthcare for firefighters
impacted by September 11th is what
motivated me to find natural solutions.
During a spiritual vision, I saw my
healthy-self on a beach practicing a
slow martial art, having had no prior
knowledge of qigong. I moved to San
Diego to make the healthiest version of
me and ate organic foods and smoothies.
I removed toxic food and people from my
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life for a two-year sabbatical to get well.
Soon, I was led to a mind-body studio
and attended powerful qigong classes.
During a “Breath Empowerment” my
lungs never felt so big! My ribcage had
expanded and I felt real energy surge
through me like nothing I had ever
known. I was buzzing for days after.
The studio was promoting a big
seminar called “Qi Revolution” and
I attended based on their suggestion.
Initially, I felt out of place with what
seemed like mostly new age people in
attendance, but when I did the practices
with hundreds of others it felt even
more powerful than what I had known
from my small group. Pressing on qi,
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concentrating on breath and moving
slowly had a great effect on me and
most everyone else in attendance. I
found qigong practice slowed my overly
active New Yorker mind allowing me to
focus on giving my body and soul some
long overdue healing energy.
September 11th anniversaries
are emotional for those connected.
September 11, 2013, I was with San
Diego FDNY retirees aboard the USS
Midway reading names of rescue
workers and flight crews lost 12 years
earlier. That morning I woke up and went
to the beach and did Supreme Science
Qigong Level-1 healing form with a
rising sun. I did it by myself for myself
for the first time ever and I felt energy
pulsing and surging all around me—it
was as my spiritual vision had shown
me. It made the most difficult day of the
year easier somehow and gave me peace
and calmness that stays with me now.
Since finding qigong I’ve not taken
addictive prescriptions and I’ve had
tremendous results with food-based
healing. I’ve lost 80 pounds and
my lung capacity shows significant
improvement. Everyone can help
themselves with qigong, especially
my firefighter family. Anyone seeking
improved physical health, specifically
better lung capacity, will benefit greatly
from the Qi Revolution seminar.
May 13th-15, Qi Revolution comes to
Daytona Ocean Center. $99 for twodays and one-night of training. Open
to public. Firefighters and veterans
admitted free. For details, call 800298-8970 or visit QiRevolution.com.
See ad page 39.
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Get Inspired to Achieve
Peak Performance!
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Solutions for a
Sluggish Thyroid

$5 off a $30 purchase with this ad!

Keying in on Iodine

1895 S. Patrick Dr, Indian Harbour Beach

321-426-7747

by Kathleen Barnes

Facebook.com/RedBirdVitaminCo
Instagram-RedBirdVitaminCo.

If you

believe
you can

heal
I believe
I can help you

Sick?
Tired?
Been told you’ll

have to learn to
live with it?
Dr. Mary Jane Ward
CHIROPRACTIC

The Body Talk System
NEUROEMOTIONAL TECHNIQUE

321-453-7005
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I

t seems that
h a common mineral
i
l
supplement that costs just pennies
per day can stimulate an underactive
thyroid, restore metabolism to
normal levels, curb excess appetite,
banish fatigue and generally improve
everyone’s health. Mounting scientific
evidence shows that iodine may be
an answer to many such health woes,
especially for women.
“The thyroid acts as a throttle, the gas
pedal for all metabolic functions in the
human body,” says Dr. Richard Shames,
of San Rafael, California,
author of Thyroid Mind Power.
If the thyroid is a driving force of
human physiology, then iodine is its
key fuel, says Dr. Robert Thompson,
of Soldotna, Alaska, author of What
Doctors Fail to Tell You About Iodine &
Your Thyroid. “Every single cell in your
body depends on thyroid hormone,
and the thyroid depends on iodine for
proper functioning.”
“Without sufficient thyroid
hormone, we have low energy, slower
metabolism, lower immunity to illness
and impaired repair and maintenance of
bones and joints,” explains Shames.
After testing thousands of patients in
his practice, Thompson estimates that
90 percent of North Americans are
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iodine deficient, citing what he calls
“epidemic proportions” of hypothyroidism
(low thyroid function) with symptoms
comprising obesity, fatigue, brain fog,
irregular or absent menstrual periods, hair
loss and heat and cold intolerance.

Major Culprits
Estrogen: Hypothyroidism is
overwhelmingly a women’s disease, with
women five to eight times more likely to
suffer from it than men, according to the
American Thyroid Association.
“Estrogen inhibits the body’s natural
ability to absorb and utilize iodine,” says
Dr. Jorge Flechas, of Hendersonville,
North Carolina, who specializes in
thyroid disorders. “We find three periods
in life when women need more iodine:
at puberty and during both pregnancy
and perimenopause or menopause. It’s
because estrogen levels tend to fluctuate
wildly at those times, neutralizing the
ability of iodine gained through select
foods to balance thyroid and other
hormones.” Flechas prescribes iodine
supplements for most women at all three
stages of life.
Toxic halogens: Iodine belongs to a
group of halogens that includes chlorine,
bromine and fluorine, three chemicals
that are both toxic to the human body
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sterile in the 80 years
and block its ability to
Nine in 10 North
since the report and,
absorb iodine, explains
Americans may be “Factory farming and
Thompson.
the use of genetically
“They’re everywhere,
iodine deficient.
modified (GMO) crops,
in our air, water
and food. It’s nearly
~ Dr. Robert Thompson Roundup herbicide
and synthetic chemical
impossible to avoid
fertilizers have undoubtedly worsened
them,” reports Shames, a longtime
the situation.”
advocate in the movement against the
common practice of adding fluoride (a
derivative of fluorine) and chlorine to
Sources of Iodine
municipal water. Fluoride is also added
It’s difficult to include sufficient natural
to many brands of toothpaste. Bromide
iodine in our daily diet unless we follow
is part of almost all commercial flour
a Japanese-style diet that includes lots of
and flour products, as well as soft
seaweed and saltwater fish, says Shames.
drinks.
Other food sources are shellfish, turkey,
Shames offers an historic insight.
cheese, yogurt, milk, eggs, legumes,
“Fluoride was once used to slow down
cranberries and strawberries.
an overactive thyroid, as recommended
There is little agreement about
by the physicians’ bible, the Merck
the optimal levels of iodine people
Manuals. Now we’re putting it in the
need. The U.S. Department of
water supply and wondering why we
Agriculture maintains that we need 150
have a mushrooming epidemic of low
micrograms a day, but iodine advocates
thyroid incidence.”
are quick to point out that a person
Food: “So-called ‘iodized’ salt doesn’t eating a typical Japanese diet (where
contain much usable iodine, and
hypothyroidism, or low thyroid activity,
neither does pink Himalyan sea salt,”
is rare) ingests 12.5 milligrams of
Shames cautions.
iodine each day—83 times the amount
We’ve known that our soil is deficient
recommended by the government.
in essential minerals such as iodine since
Shames recommends getting an iodine
at least 1936, when a special U.S. Senate
lab test (available without a prescription
report concluded that our soil was
at CanaryClub.org) to determine exact
already severely depleted. “This simply
needs. Thompson recommends potassium
means that when we grow produce, the
plants cannot extract these vital nutrients iodide and sodium iodide supplements
from the soil for us—including iodine—if for thyroid health.
those nutrients aren’t there in the first
place,” says Thompson. If anything, he
adds, U.S. soils have become even more

Kathleen Barnes is author of numerous
natural health books, including User’s
Guide to Thyroid Disorders.

Thyroid Toxins
to Avoid
Fluorine/fluoride
n Fluoridated toothpaste
n Unfiltered municipal drinking water
n Some bottled teas
n Teflon pans
n Mechanically deboned chicken
Chlorine/chloride
n Virtually all municipal water
n Swimming pools, spas
n Poultry chilled in chlorinated
water to kill bacteria
n Chlorine bleaches and other
conventional household cleaners
Bromine/bromide
n Flour and flour products, except
those labeled “unbrominated”
n Soft drinks
n Pesticides with methyl bromide
n Plastics
n Fire retardants in children’s
nightwear and some furniture
n Spa disinfectants
Source: What Doctors Fail to Tell
You About Iodine & Your Thyroid,
by Dr. Robert Thompson.
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Effect the
the Rest

naturalpet

Stressed-Out Pets
Natural Ways to Calm
Fear and Anxiety

PET
FRIENDLY
Organic & Low Impact
Pest Control Personalized
for your Home
PEOPLE
FRIENDLY

Less Chemical...More Control

321-693-4100

NaturesBestPest.com

WE LOVE YOUR
PETS FOR LESS!
We have the best prices, ALWAYS.

Pups-N-Things
(Pets Discount)
Selling name brand supplies and premium
and super premium natural pet foods:
Stella and Chewy Frozen and Freeze Dried
Orijen • Acana • Zignature • Taste of the Wild
Fromm • Wild Calling • Earthborne• Mauri
Canine Caviar • Tiki • Evangers • & more

Grooming
by Brenda,
42 years of
experience.
LAKE WASHINGTON SQUARE
2447 N. Wickham Rd. • Melbourne

321-241-4632
BRING IN THE AD FOR 10% OFF ONE
FOOD ITEM OR 20% OFF PET SUPPLIES
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by Sandra Murphy

W

hile most American
pets live on
easy street,
with meals, treats,
exercise outings and
affection provided, the
good life also poses
challenges—dogs and
cats can get stressed.
“Basic stress is fear-based.
Separation or isolation anxiety
requires in-depth training,”
says JennaLee Gallicchio, a
certified separation anxiety
trainer who uses scientific and hands-off
techniques at her All Stars Dog Training,
in Bedminster, New Jersey. She authors a
bestselling series that was launched with
The Secret to Getting Your Dog to Do
What You Want.
A drug like Reconcile, the pet
version of Prozac, looks like a quick
fix, but can bring many harmful
side effects. Laurel Braitman, Ph.D.,
of Sausalito, California, bestselling
author of Animal Madness: How
Anxious Dogs, Compulsive Parrots,
and Elephants in Recovery Help Us
Understand Ourselves, estimates
that 70 million U.S. dogs are given
the same drugs their humans use for
anxiety or depression. Considering the
potential dangers, such drugs should
only be used briefly as a last resort with
veterinary supervision to ensure the
proper dosage based on age, size and
temperament. There are more natural
and safer alternatives.

Common Stressors
Dogs hear sounds at four times the
distance we do; cats hear even better.
Thunderstorms, fireworks, traffic, TV,
music and children can unnerve them.
Add in a new home, baby, another
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pet or anticipation of car rides
associated with fear of the
veterinarian and even
normally mellow pets
can get upset.
Irregular work
hours undermine
established routines. Pet
or human health issues,
plus household drama,
add special reasons to
fret. Pets separated from
their litters too early can
experience anxiety as adults.

Stress Less Strategies
“Let your dog have a space where he
can retreat when he’s had enough,”
advises Dr. Carol Osborne, owner
of Ohio’s Chagrin Falls Veterinary
Center & Pet Clinic. She recommends
Bach’s Five Flower Formula, diluted
chamomile essential oil or a pet-safe
tincture of the Chinese herb skullcap
for additional relief.
Dogs like routine. “Regular exercise
helps, including two, 20-minute daily
walks. A tired pet is a happy pet,”
Osborne says. “Walks can eliminate
stress and anxiety by 50 percent for
you both.”
“Cats need exercise that mimics
hunting; cats stare and plan, stalk
or chase, pounce and grab,” says
Marci Koski, certified by the Animal
Behavior Institute and owner of Feline
Behavior Solutions, in Vancouver,
Washington. “An indoor cat’s prey
drive can be met with interactive
toys.” A place to climb or hide and a
window with a view will help as will
periodic playtime catching moving
toys; with nothing to catch, a laser
pointer’s red dots are frustrating for a
cat and a potential danger to its eyes.
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“Two of my large dogs were anxious
during a three-day power outage,” says
Kimberly Gauthier, a dog nutrition
blogger at KeepTheTailWagging.com,
in Marysville, Washington. “I add
Ewegurt, a sheep’s milk yogurt, to their
food to calm them when needed.”
Clicker training rewards desired
behaviors. “Ralphie, an Italian
greyhound mix, was protective, but
also fearful; before going outside,
we’d practice sit, stay and come using
a click/treat. Now he sees other dogs
without reacting,” relates
Katrina Wilhelm, a
naturopathic physician
and owner of
DrKatrinaWilhelm.
com, in Lake
Oswego, Oregon. It
works when someone
knocks on the door, too.
Soothing music covers
the sounds of storms and
fireworks, counsels Lisa
Spector, an award-winning
concert pianist in Half
Moon Bay, California, who
creates the Through a
Dog’s Ear clinically

Signs of
Pet Stress
4 Aggression toward people
or other animals
4 Digestive problems
4 Excessive barking/meowing
4 Forgetful of housetraining
4 Increased sleep
4 Isolation
4 Loss of appetite
4 Pacing
4 Pulling out fur

tested music series to relieve
pet anxiety, inclusive of
cats. “Although many
holistic animal lovers
want natural stress
relievers, few
think of auditory
options,” she
says.
Getting kitty
into her carrier
to go to the

ZIP-100TM Spirulina is a micro algae superfood full of
proteins, anti-inflammatories, immune boosting
properties, essential fatty acids, chlorophyll, beta carotene
and other important carotenoids, B complex vitamins,
vitamin A, and essential minerals and amino acids.
ZIP-100TM is radically different from processed powders.
It is fresh harvested and frozen immediately. It is raw and
pure with no preservatives added.
• Improves energy and workout recovery, great for
endurance athletes!
• Supports recovery from illness
• Promotes general optimum health
• Enhances a fast-paced modern lifestyle

•
•
•
•
•

vet isn’t always easy. London’s Simon
Tofield, animator and cartoonist
for Simon’s Cats videos and books,
suggests making the crate comfy and
leaving it out so the cat gets used to it;
keeping it out of reach of curious dogs
at the vet’s office; and only opening
it upon arrival in the exam room. His
local vet staff explains more at Tinyurl.
com/CatVetProtocol.

New View
“Stressors for dogs and cats are
different. As a veterinarian, I
explain situations from the animal’s
perspective,” says Jennifer Quammen,
with the Grants Lick Veterinary
Hospital, in Butler, Kentucky. “I say,
‘From the cat’s point of view…’ As
the animal advocate, I feel it’s my
professional obligation.”
“We bring pets into our world
and expect them to adjust. Dogs,
in particular, try so hard,” says
Spector. They need our attention,
shared activities and most of all, our
understanding.
Connect with Sandra Murphy at
StLouisFreelanceWriter@mindspring.com.

Affordable
Great Taste
Superfood
Locally Harvested
Fresh Frozen
Spirulina

To order visit us at ZIP-100.com
or call 772-978-1395
Vist ZIP-100 on facebook for more information and recipes.

ZIP-100TM is easy to use. Just pop one cube into a cup
of juice, swirl and drink; or add it to your favorite green
drink or smoothie.
Premium nutrition with mild, pleasant flavor and no after taste.
Harvested Fresh & Locally Grown since 2008
natural awakenings
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seven pounds in two weeks,” she says,
“and I didn’t feel like I was on a diet.”
Eating a big salad for lunch is a habit
that author Victoria Moran, host of the
award-winning Main Street Vegan online
radio show, has adopted in her New York
City home. She fills a big bowl with leafy
greens, in-season vegetables, avocado
and a light dressing. “This will set you up
for the rest of the day,” says Moran.
Pam Anderson, a mainstream food
blogger in Darien, Connecticut, agrees.
Six years ago, she lost 50 pounds and
credits having a big green salad for
lunch—one of her many small food
habit changes—with helping her
maintain a healthy weight, despite
frequently testing and sampling recipes.

consciouseating

How to
Reboot Your
Eating Habits
Small Shifts Can
Drop Pounds and
Gain Health

Food Thought Habits
by Judith Fertig

O

ur food habits are often just
that—mindless, repetitious
eating behaviors. Some serve
us well; others, not so much. Natural
Awakenings asked experts to serve up
many doable small changes that can
add up to big shifts.
According to Brian Wansink, Ph.D.,
the John S. Dyson professor of marketing
at Cornell University and author of
Mindless Eating, changing just one
lifestyle habit can eliminate two or more
pounds each week. By changing up to
three habits, we may lose more weight.
At a minimum, we will likely improve
the quality of the food we eat overall.

Buying Behaviors
Wansink advises that having the only
food on our kitchen counter be fruit
encourages healthy snacking. At work,
he suggests lunching away from our
desk to discourage mindless eating.
At restaurants, order half-size entrees,
and then add a maximum of two items,
such as soup and bread, salad and side
dish or an appetizer and dessert.
He recommends using a food
shopping strategy to fill the cart with
better food. With hunger sated first,
chew on a natural gum while shopping;
it discourages buying junk food.
Secondly, habitually fill the front of the
cart with produce. “We eat what we
see,” he says.
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Food Choices
Consider starting the day with a new
coffee habit. Dave Asprey, of Los
Angeles, author of The Bulletproof Diet,
uses organic coffee, brews with filtered
water and blends the hot coffee with a
pat of unsalted, grass-fed butter, a fat
high in vitamins and omega-3 essential
fatty acids, and a small spoonful of a
coconut oil that doesn’t congeal at room
temperature. Unlike a drive-through
latte with sugar and carbohydrates,
he maintains that this type of coffee,
“makes you feel energized, focused
and full for hours.” Asprey takes a
biohacker’s approach to natural biologybased ways to maximize physical and
mental performance.
New York City writer Chris Gayomali
tried Asprey’s recipe for two weeks.
Although it didn’t curb his appetite,
he says he felt more alert and “ready
for life.”
Upgrading the foods we love is also
possible, says David Wann, of Golden,
Colorado, author of Simple Prosperity. “Too
often, we economize on food when we
should be buying the best quality, freshest
organic food we can,” he says.
Rebecca Miller, who lives near
Kansas City, Missouri, took Wann’s
advice and cut costs in other ways
instead. To her delight, she found that
the fresher, better-tasting food prompted
her to eat less, but eat better. “I lost
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Doing too much for other people and
not enough for ourselves can make our
internal voice whisper, “I need comfort,”
a thought that can generate overeating.
In The Perfect Recipe for Losing Weight
and Eating Great, Anderson suggests
we ask ourselves what other triggers
are prompting poor food habits. Upon
reflection, we can prioritize emotional
and physical health with planned,
smaller, varied, healthy, delicious meals;
it’s a habit that works for her.
Elizabeth Lombardo, Ph.D., a
psychologist in Lake Forest, Illinois, and
bestselling author of Better Than Perfect,
assures, “If we fall off the healthy eating
wagon, it’s not failure, it’s data.” She
believes reaching for the chocolate chip
cookies in the vending machine after a
stressful morning should be viewed from
a scientific standpoint, not via our inner
finger-pointing judge.
“What are the factors that influenced
our decision: stress, hunger or a
desire for distraction? That’s great
information,” says Lombardo. She
proposes that we can then prepare
to counter a future snack attack with
handy healthy bites, a mindfulness
break, a quick walk outside or other
naturally healthful stress-relievers.
Changing our food habits, one
at a time, can help us live better
going forward.
Judith Fertig is the author of awardwinning cookbooks and blogs at
AlfrescoFoodAndLifestyle.blogspot.com
from Overland Park, KS.
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healthykids

Seniors, Teens and Tykes
Enriching Programs
Unite the Generations
by Linda Sechrist

I

n intergenerational programs
throughout the U.S. and in Europe,
thousands of “youngers” and “elders”
are building bridges that were forged
naturally before family members spread
out and many retirees departed for
warmer climes.
Based on a U.S. adult population of
41 million people 65 years and older
and 74 million youths up to the age
of 17, the current generation gap is
already unprecedented. By 2030, those
numbers will increase to 72 million
and 80 million, respectively, according
to the international nonprofit Calouste
Gulbenkian Foundation. Along with
Generation Waking Up, Wiser Together
and others, it’s working to foster better
social cohesion in ways that help
individuals of all ages lead richer and
more rewarding lives.

Two-Way Mentoring
Providing nurturing opportunities
for individuals to look at life through
the eyes of others with dissimilar
experiences that have led them to
different assumptions and perspectives
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on life can be helpful. Broadening
everyone’s relationship scope to
include “May-December” friendships
creates the potential for the kind of
life-changing possibilities experienced
by a troubled young man named
Harold when he struck up a surprising
friendship with a life-loving woman
as old as his grandmother in the film
Harold and Maude.
In real life, “I had the blessing of
growing up in an intergenerational
family,” says Yvette McGlasson, director
of port revenue for the PPI Group, in
Pompano, Florida. The 17-year veteran
of the cruise industry is a former Holland
America cruise director whose career at
sea launched her into work as a director
of events for age-restricted (55-plus)
gated communities such as Del Webb
Lake Providence, near Nashville.
“As a child, I was told I had to listen
to my elders as a sign of respect. The
many memorable times spent with
my grandparents, my mother’s friends
and a great aunt who lived to 101,
soon turned my resignation into an
active desire to spend time with my
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elders. Their experiences and wisdom
were fascinating and I understood that
their shared life lessons could prove
invaluable to me,” says McGlasson.
The experience inspired her
to develop a multigenerational
“grandparents at-large” partnership
with an elementary school across the
street from the Del Webb community.
The school principal recognized that
residents would be valuable mentors,
able to fill an emotional void for the
latchkey kids of working parents, plus
foster a deeper appreciation for their
elders among the children.
“In this paradigm of mentorship,
young people are mentoring their
elders and elders are mentoring young
people and together, we’re co-creating
something new,” says Joshua Gorman,
the founder of Generation Waking Up,
based in Oakland, California.

Facilitating Connections
Since launching their first
multigenerational initiative at
the Shambhala Institute in 2004,
partnering across age groups has been
at the forefront of Juanita Brown and
David Isaacs’ work as co-founders
and hosts of the World Café global
learning community. “We cultivate
collaboration through conversations
that matter in order to leverage the
unique gifts of every generation in
addressing humanity’s most critical
issues,” says Brown.
Such conversations—in which elders
and young people give up the cultural
and societal norms and habits that
shape so much of their thinking—offer
both groups opportunities to discern the
possibilities inherent in mutual insight,
innovation and action.
When a young Clarissa Tufts, program
coordinator and family liaison for the
SelfDesign Learning Community, in
British Columbia, was working on her
master’s degree from the SelfDesign
Graduate Institute, she sought out mentor
Anne Adams, a faculty member in her

If you only talk to people
like you, you’ll never
learn anything new.
~Albert Einstein
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70s who worked with Tufts for 18 months.
“Anne’s earliest statements, ‘I’m here to
support you in being the best you can
be’ and ‘I get energized by talking with
young people and hearing their ideas,’
felt good and let me know that we were
both benefitting from our relationship and
building something together,” says Tufts.
Stimulating cooperation and
collaboration among generations evokes
the vibrancy, energy and productivity that
occur when people cross-pollinate ideas
and perspectives. It can also provide a
sense of purpose, improve confidence
and social skills, create solutions
to societal challenges, help resolve
emotional and behavioral problems and
lift depression, all enhancing productive
engagement in life.
Linda Sechrist is a senior staff writer
for Natural Awakenings. Connect at
ItsAllAboutWe.com.

Multigenerational
Cohousing

“Breathe Healthy, Rest Healthy, Sleep Healthy
MEMORIAL DAY

SALE

THROUGH MAY 31ST
TRIPLE BONUS FOR MAY

• UP TO 60% OFF ALL MATTRESSES
• FREE ORGANIC MATTRESS PROTECTOR
• FREE PROFESSIONAL DELIVERY, SET-UP,
HAUL-AWAY
*On Mattresses over $599

by Linda Sechrist

Adjustable sets
starting at $1188

INTRODUCING

CERTIPURE CERTIFIED SAFE
MATTRESSES FROM AMERICAS
#1 MATTRESS COMPANY

H

aving regular positive interactions
with family and friends and
being involved in several different
social networks can help older adults
be healthier, according to recent
research published by the American
Psychological Association. This fact
inspired the intergenerational living
model embodied by Cleveland’s
Judson Manor retirement community.
Resident students attending the
Cleveland Institutes of Art and Music
teach older residents how to use
computers for email, social media
and Skype, with unlimited personal
access included among the amenities
associated with the affordable housing.
These neighbors from different
generations also join in art projects
and attend movies together.
This innovative approach helps
solve the housing crisis faced by
many cities while addressing social
issues of isolation as the young people
spontaneously converse with seniors
about their studies, activities and other
happenings in the outside world.

Specializing in
organic latex
mattresses, all-natural
memory-foam
mattresses, healthier
options mattresses,
and organic robes,
linens, & pillows.

HOURS:
Mon-Sat 10-6
Sun 11-5

1125 US1 • VERO BEACH, FL 32960
IN THE DELTA PLAZA, JUST SOUTH OF STAPLES

772-226-5019 • OrganicMattressHaven.com

The more you praise and celebrate your
life, the more there is in life to celebrate.
~Oprah Winfrey
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wise, wild, and free. Qoya combines yoga, dance, and
sensual movement. Donation. Aquarian Dreams, 414
N. Miramar Ave., Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

calendarofevents
DEADLINE:

All listings must be received by the 10th of the month prior to publication.
Calendar events must be submitted online at: www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR (MYC): Ensure your listing is noticed first! Highlight your
calendar listing for $40 per inch, two inch minimum, prepaid by the 10th of the month prior.
SAVE THE DATE: Take advantage of this early exposure for your upcoming workshop or
event. Listings are $50, prepaid by the 10th of the month prior. Free to Display Advertisers!

SUNDAY MAY 1
Intuitive Spiritual Guidance & Chakra Healing
– with Cheri Hart. Cheri is a Visionary, Professional
Clairvoyant & Certified Reiki Master-Healer, with over
25 years’ experience. Session includes chakra balancing, healing light infusion, and raising your vibrational
level followed by question and answer session. 30 - 45
minute session. $50. Call to register- 321-729-9495.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

TUESDAY MAY 3
The Story Your Blood Tells – 6-7pm. Have you ever
been confused by lab results? We can fix that. Bring
a copy of your recent blood work. Free. Alternative
Medicine Family Care Center, 3408 Aviation Blvd,
Vero Beach.772-778-8877.

THURSDAY MAY 5
Intuitive Healing Workshop with Cheri Hart – 7:159pm. Includes: Expanding your own energy field; Feeling the energy fields of others; Hands-on vibrational
healing techniques; Raising your consciousness to
a higher vibration and more. Intuitive messages and

guidance for each student is included. Cheri Hart is
a professional clairvoyant, a Medical Intuitive, and a
Certified Reiki Master-Healer. $20. Call to register:
321-729-9495, Aquarian Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave
(Hwy A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

FRIDAY MAY 6
Conscious Kids (7-12 years) – 4-5pm. includes
Yoga poses, centered breathing, inspired arts & crafts,
music, meditation, crystal therapy and more, kids
develop better concentration, greater self-confidence
and learn constructive habits. Instructor Karuna Devi.
$10 per class. Pre-registration required. Parents must
stay on premises. 321-729-9495. Aquarian Dreams
414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.
Meet our Staff -Open House – 6-7:30pm. Come meet
our awesome staff. Let us introduce ourselves and our
specialties. Free dark chocolate. Terry Mindfulness
Center 333 17th St Suite 2T Vero Beach. 772-564-0406.
TerryMindfulness.com
Qoya Spiritual Dance Class – 7-8:15pm. Through
movement, we remember our essence as women is

SATURDAY MAY 7
Reiki Level I – 9-5pm. Learn the energy healing techniques and receive the attunements in Usui Reiki Level
I with traditional Reiki Master and Teacher Kumari.
CE’s provided for Massage Therapists. $250. Synergy
Institute 735 C Commerce Center Dr. Sebastian. 772571-4509. Synergy-Institute.com
Friends After Diagnosis – 10-11am. Breast Cancer
Support Group open to cancer survivors caregivers and
loved ones. Meets the first Saturday of the month in Sebastian. Free. Sebastian River Medical Center13695 US
1 Sebastian772-978-9392. FriendsAfterDiagnosis.com
Reiki I Certification Course – 10am-5pm. Reiki I consists of attunements and teachings by Usui. The student
will become a clear and open channel for universal Life
Force energy and learn to listen with their whole body
and connect with their own intuition. $160. For more
information or to register call 321-729-9495. Aquarian
Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A) Indialantic.
AquarianDreams.com.
Learn to Rock your Surya Namaskar – 1-2:30pm.
Explore align and breakdown each pose physically and
energetically. Learn how to link breath with movement
and pull it all together. Sun Salutations workshop with
Rosalba Diaz. $20 per person. Innovation Yoga 714 S.
Patrick Drive (behind Suntree Cafe) Satellite Beach.
321-428-4888.
Kirtan with Rayananda & the Wandering Sadhus
– 7:30-9pm. Kirtan is an ancient spiritual practice of
call-and-response chant to the Divine and is an integral
aspect of the path of Bhakti, the Yoga of Love. Love

YOGA TEACHER TRAINING!
Follow your Passion - Find your Purpose!

Alicia Chapman Mauldin
Lead Trainer, Transcending Yoga
ERYT 200, RCYT, CYKT

Get your FREE guide to Yoga Teacher
Training at TrainingWithAlicia.com

8 WEEKENDS

(Sat 9-8pm, Sun 9-6pm)
• Saturday afternoon content
open to the public.
• Educational workshops for
NEXT TRAINING:
students, CEUs for teachers. 8 weekends begins
September 2016
Other Training:

YOGAKIDS – Level 1
July 8-10

YogaKids.com

Mention this ad for $100 off.
Trainings limited to
10 amazing students.
Reserve your spot now!

Call 321-222-1090 or email
Alicia@TranscendingYoga.com for more information
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Donation for the Lightworker Community Center & a
portion to local socially-conscious charities. 321-7299495. Aquarian Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy
A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

SUNDAY MAY 8
Intuitive Spiritual Guidance & Chakra Healing –
See listing Sunday May 1.
Kashi Sunday Market – 9am-2pm. Vendor market organic produce massage tarot organic lunch
and jewelry. Free. Kashi Ashram 11105 Roseland
Rd.Sebastian.404-308-8392.
Reiki Level II – 9-5pm. Learn the energy healing
techniques and receive the attunements in Usui Reiki
Level II with traditional Reiki Master and Teacher
Kumari. CE’s offered for Massage Therapists. $500.
Synergy Institute Lotus Room 735 C Commerce Center
Dr. Sebastian. 772-571-4509. Synergy-Institute.com.

MONDAY MAY 9
Friends After Diagnosis - 2-3:30pm. Breast Cancer
Support Group open to cancer survivors caregivers and
loved ones. Dawn Bucaj RN BSN will speak on Options for the Survivor. Free. First Presbyterian Church
520 Royal Palm Blvd. Vero Beach. 772-978-9392.
FriendsAfterDiagnosis.com.

Digestive Disorders: Prevention and Healing –
6-7pm. Do you have IBS, Acid Reflux, Crohn’s Disease,
Gas, Bloating, Diarrhea or Cramping? Learn how to find
digestive balance naturally. Free. Alternative Medicine
Family Care Center 3408 Aviation Blvd. Vero Beach.
772-778-8877.
Why Am I Still Experiencing Thyroid Symptoms? –
6:30-7:30pm. Blood test results are one thing but symptoms often tell a different story. Dr. Munnich will share
insights into the madness and what you can do about it.
Seating is limited so reserve your seat now by calling 321482-0345. Free. Absolutely Divine Wellness Lobby 5445
Village Dr Ste. 108 Viera. AbsolutelyDivineWellness.com.
Raji Yoga – 7-8:15pm. With Swami Krishnanand. He
combines his knowledge of the scripture with modern
scientific research to bring a modern view to this practice. Lwruew followed by guided mediation. Gratitude
Donation. Preregistration required: 321-729-9495,
Aquarian Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A)
Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

WEDNESDAY MAY 11

TUESDAY MAY 10

Access Consciousness Bars Exchange – 11am-1pm.
Practitioners gift and receive a Bars session others receive
a mini Bars session. Latest Access Consciousness concepts discussed too. $10 for practitioners $20 for others.
Awareness Center (MM28899) 633C Brevard Ave. Cocoa
Village. 321-261-5975. OurAwarenessCenter.com.

Crystal Bowl & Sound Meditation with Susan
Rizzo – 3-3:45pm. Experience the power of sound to
relax the body and clear the mind. Susan has over 20
years of experience teaching sound healing techniques
with quartz crystal bowls for meditation. Gratitude
Donation. Call to register: 321-729-9495, Aquarian
Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy A1A) Indialantic.
AquarianDreams.com.

Beginner Meditation Practice – 7-8:15pm. A bimonthly meditation group for beginners which includes a brief overview of meditation techniques, a 20
minute guided breathwork and mindfulness meditation
and an open discussion and question period. Instructor :Monica Lombardo. Donation. 321-729-9495.
Aquarian Dreams 414 N. Miramar Ave., (Hwy A1A)
Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

THURSDAY MAY 12
Hormones 101 for Women – 5:30pm. Learn how hormones affect your health and the simple steps you can
take to turn back the clock and get them balanced again.
Radiantly Healthy MD 150 5th Avenue, Suite C Indialantic. $100 to establish as a New Patient and receive a
lab order to follow up with our Physician’s Assistant,
Lisa Johnson. Free for established patients and anyone
who would like to come listen and learn. 321-254-6803.
Secrets for Effective Weight Loss – 7-8pm.There may
be hidden causes to that weight issue. Learn the keys to
successful weight loss and a healthy lifestyle with Dr.
Brian Walsh. Free but call 321- 728-1387 to register.
CARE Chiropractic & Wellness Center1938 Dairy
Road W Melbourne. CareWellnessFL.com.

FRIDAY MAY 13
7-Day Guided Juice Fast – May 13-May 20. Make
2016 a healthy year with this well-designed education
and support system. Includes 20-item fast kit as well
as fresh juices and instruction daily. Call 321-631-1444
for more information or stop in the store to sign up.
Appleseed Health Foods, 1007 Pathfinder Way #110,
Rockledge. AppleseedHealth.com.
Meditation for Children – (for ages 7 – 12) – 4-5pm.
The benefits of teaching meditation to children includes
better emotion regulation, enhanced concentration, less
stress, increased self-awareness, and reduced impulsiveness. Gratitude donation. Teacher: Anthony Profeta
. 321-729-9495. Aquarian Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave
(Hwy A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.
Past Life Group Regression (Demystification Session)
– This session seeks to demystify Past Life Regression
by answering questions and talking frankly about PLR
practice and theory. $40. Spark of Divine 1789 Old Dixie
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savethedate
FRIDAY JULY 15SUNDAY JULY 17
YogaKids Level 1 Training - Alicia Chapman
Mauldin leads a 3 day (24 hour) Foundational
training introducing attendees to the YogaKids’
one-of-a-kind way of teaching yoga to children.
The YogaKids program is more than just poses,
it blends traditional yoga and its benefits with
theories of multiple learning styles in a comprehensive, imaginative and playful approach
to education. Perfect for parents, educators,
therapists, yoga teachers or any child focused
professional. $649 (Early Bird Save 10%).
Save 5% more with discount code: 5YK4AM.
Register at YogaKids.com, 269-469-1300 or
email Alicia programdirector@yogakids.com
for more information. Dance Arts Centre, 1855
S. Patrick Dr. Indian Harbour Beach.

SATURDAY JULY 23
Health & Wellness Expo – 9am-2pm. An
opportunity to relax and rejuvenate while experiencing different therapies and learning about
wonderful choices for enhancing your wellbeing. Free. Vendor opportunities available
to promote your products & services. Raffles
& door prizes. Unity Spiritual Center of Vero
Beach 950 43rd Ave, Vero Beach. 772-562-1133.
UnityofVero.org.

Hwy. Vero Beach. 727-257-6499. SparkofDivine.com.
Transcendental Meditation Technique - 7-8pm.The
only meditation technique recommended by the American Heart Association for dissolving stress. Enjoy effortless unfoldment of consciousness towards enlightenment.
Free. The Center for Spiritual Care 1550 24th Street Vero
Beach. 772-480-0047. tm.org.

SATURDAY MAY 14

TUESDAY MAY 17
Acupuncture: Would It Work For You? – 11am12pm & 2- 3pm. Participants will learn how Eastern
medicine views the progression of disease and gain an
understanding of why Acupuncture may improve their
health. RSVP seating is limited. Free. Health for Life
402 N. Babcock St. Suite 101 Melbourne. 321-2590555. HealthForLifeWellnessCenters.com.

Free Reiki Healing Session – Reiki Master practitioner/
teachers Maria Banas & Tony Ingoglia practice the Usui/
Tibetan and Karuna Reiki techniques that work with
helping the physical, mental/emotional, and karmic conditions of the individual. Call to register 321-729-9495.
Free. (donations for The Lightworker Community Center
accepted). Aquarian Dreams 414 N Miramar Ave (Hwy
A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

Arthritis: Prevention and Relief – 6-7pm. Let us help
you with: Rheumatoid Arthritis, Joint Pain, Hip Discomfort, Fatigue, Reduced or Painful Activity. Get pain
free naturally. Free. Alternative Medicine Family Care
Center 3408 Aviation Blvd. Vero Beach. 772-778-8877.

Herb Walk – 9-11am. Fundamental of Herbalism Certification Courses. Take individual classes or whole course.
$75 for individual class. Call to register 321-779-4647.
Mama Jo’s Sunshine Herbals. 1300 Pinetree Dr. Ste 3
Indian Harbour Beach.

THURSDAY MAY 19

Who Would You Be Without Your Story? - 10am12pm. Tired of your story? Only you can change it! Receive tips and tools to let go of your story. $25. Awareness
Center (MM28899) 633C Brevard Ave. Cocoa Village.
321-261-5975. OurAwarenessCenter.com.
Past Life Group Regression – 11am-2pm. Actual regression experience, for those who attended previous evenings
session, been regressed before, or read Many Lives, Many
Masters. $40. Spark of Divine 1789 Old Dixie Hwy. Vero
Beach. 727-257-6499. SparkofDivine.com.

MONDAY MAY 16
Intuitive Spiritual Guidance & Chakra Healing – See
listing Sunday May 1.

Residential
Services

Qoya Spiritual Dance Class – 7-8:15pm. See listing
Friday May 6.

Free Spiritual Healings & Massage Therapy - Spiritual Healer, Teren Nichols will be offering free healings
all day as a gift to our community. Teren is a licensed
massage therapist and Certified Pranic Healer. Call to
register 321-729-9495. Aquarian Dreams 414 N. Miramar Ave., (Hwy A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

FRIDAY MAY 20
Usui/Holy FireII ART/Reiki Master class – 8:45am6:30pm. May 20-22 . This class is a complete 3 day
course. Receive the Usui Master symbol and advanced
techniques during day one (ART) that will assist you and
facilitate healing for others. The Master training is a twoday training. You will be able to give attunements/placements and ignitions for all levels of Reiki. Holy Fire II
ART/Master manual included in fee. Learn professional
quality Reiki training from a licensed teacher with the
International Center for Reiki Training. This class will

Grocery * Errands
Laundry * more

Here to make life easier for you!

Do you need assistance or just do not have the time?
Laura is here to make life easier for you!
You can count on quick, courteous, reliable service.
Laura * 321-427-6741 * www.heretoohelp.com
serving the Palm Bay and Melbourne areas

ARNICA SALVE
the Natural Choice for Pain Relief!
100% Organic & Handcrafted
REDUCES INFLAMMATION
AND SPEEDS HEALING
Call now for 25% off first jar
Sacred Space Creations, Inc.
321-431-6359
CreationsAtSacredSpace@gmail.com
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Rockledge
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be co-taught with my student teacher. Whether you intend
to teach or just want advanced techniques this class is for
you. Pre-requisite: Reiki II last least 10 months prior to
this class. Limited space. Pre-registration required and
early registration is encouraged. $1025. Inspired Heart
1420 Old Dixie Highway Vero Beach. 772-696-1910.

HEALTH CONNECTIONS DENTISTRY
Mercury-free, Ozone, & Anti-aging Dentistry
Snoring & Sleep Apnea Options
Nutrition • Smile Makeovers
Headaches • TMJ Therapy

Natural Solutions for Arthritis – 10-11am. Participants will learn about the different causes of Arthritis
and effective non-drug solutions such as Acupuncture
herbs nutrition and vitamins. Free. Cocoa Beach Library 550 N. Brevard Ave. Cocoa Beach. 321-868-1104.
HealthForLifeWellnessCenters.com.
Children’s Mandala Meditation Class (ages 6-11) –
4-5pm. Your child will design & create their own mandala,
and learn the meanings of the different colors. Includes
simple meditation techniques for relaxation, healing, and
balance. Instructor: Dee Garramone is an artist and retired
schoolteacher. $10. Call to pre-register- 321-729-9495.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.
Empower Yourself – 7:30-9pm. Understand how Yoga
Nidra works scientifically and philosophically. Learn how
to get out of your head and heal from this practice. for
all levels Yoga Nidra Workshop with Danielle Matthews.
$20 per person. Innovation Yoga 714 South Patrick Drive
(behind Suntree Cafe) Satellite Beach. 321-428-4888.

SATURDAY MAY 21
Access Consciousness Bars Training - 9am-5:30pm.
Learn this powerful clearing and healing technique.
Give and receive two sessions. Register by May 18.
NCBTMB/FL CEs available. $300. Awareness Center
(MM28899) 633C Brevard Ave. Cocoa Village. 321261-5975. OurAwarenessCenter.com.
Karuna Reiki: Level 1 (for Reiki 3 graduates) – 10am5pm. Students will learn about the Philosophy and
Principles of the International Center for Reiki Training
(ICRT), four Karuana Reiki level 1 symbols and the
origin of the Karuna system and will receive Karuna
attunement and more. $225. Call to register 321-7299495. Aquarian Dreams 414 N. Miramar Ave., (Hwy
A1A) Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.
Friends after Diagnosis – 10-11am. Breast cancer support
group for survivors, caregivers and loved ones. Free. First
Presbyterian Church 520 Royal Palm Blvd. Vero Beach.
772-978-9392. FriendsAfterDiagnosis.com.
Reiki 1 & 2 – 11am-6pm. May 21-May 22. Learn the Art
of Healing using energy techniques and ancient symbols.
These techniques enhance the immune system. Heal the
holistic way. Reiki helps us to connect to our Divine
nature. Class includes book certificates attunements
and plenty of practice. Classes can be taken separately
or together. May 21 $150 May 22 $200 or $325 for
both days. Spark of Divine LLC Healing and Learning
Center 1789 Old Dixie Hwy Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
SparkofDivine.com.
Full Moon Ceremony – 7-9pm. A traditional ceremony
drawing down the moon releasing what no longer serves
meditation giving gratitude with music and drumming
afterward. Bring your crystals and other tools that need to
be cleared and charged and bring drums and instruments
as well. Free. Humiston Park 3000 Ocean Dr. (Between
the Driftwood Inn and the Citrus Grill) Vero Beach. 772257-6499. Sparkofdivine.com.

SUNDAY MAY 22
Intuitive Spiritual Guidance & Chakra Balancing –
See listing Sunday May 1.

Non-extraction Braces for Children & Adults
Only Brevard provider for the DNA Appliance®

Claire Stagg, DDS, MS, FAACP

SLEEP APNEA

How Would You Like To Be Treated?

CPAP

ORAL APPLIANCE

For alternatives call Dr. Claire Stagg
HEALTH CONNECTIONS
2120 Highway A1A, Indian Harbour Beach

Discover the

321-777-2797
SmileProfessionals.com

secrets of life

in an epic spiritual adventure that
spans thousands of years...

Releases April 2016
Available on Amazon
and Other Books Sellers
from Balboa Press

“An amazing journey through space
and time, and the most incredible
journey of all–the one within.”
–Mark Anthony, the Psychic Lawyer ®

Visit KaseyClaytor.com for book news and updates!
natural awakenings
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Access Consciousness The Foundation – 9am-5pm.
Dynamic 4-day adventure includes hundreds of tools
and hands-on body processes that assist changing what
isn’t working in your life. $1400. Awareness Center
(MM28899) 633C Brevard Ave. Cocoa Village. 321261-5975. OurAwarenessCenter.com.
Crystal Bowl & Sound Meditation with Susan Rizzo
– 1-2:15pm. See listing Tuesday May 10.

MONDAY MAY 23

Friends after Diagnosis – 2-3:30pmBreast cancer
support group for survivors, caregivers and loved ones.
Free. First Presbyterian Church 520 Royal Palm Blvd.
Vero Beach. 772-978-9392. FriendsAfterDiagnosis.com.

TUESDAY MAY 24

Acupressure for Everyone: Heal Yourself Today –
6-7pm. Learn Acupressure techniques to naturally heal
yourself and your family. Bring a partner to practice
with. Alternative Medicine Family Care Center 3408
Aviation Blvd. Vero Beach. 772-778-8877.
Traditional Chinese Medicine Meeting the Challenge of
Chronic Fatigue – 6:30-8pm. Health seminar discussing
how Traditional Chinese Medicine meets the challenge
of Chronic Fatigue. Ni’s Chinese Medical Center 1250
W. Eau Gallie Blvd. Ste. H Melbourne. 321-757-9731.
Healing Thyroid Disorders Naturally – 7-8pm.Learn
how this small gland can cause huge problems and how
to correct them with safe natural solutions with Dr.
Brian Walsh. Free but call 321- 728-1387 to register.
CARE Chiropractic & Wellness Center 1938 Dairy
Road W Melbourne. CareWellnessFL.com.

WEDNESDAY MAY 25

Beginner Meditation Practice – 7-8:15pm. See listing
Wednesday May 11.

Understanding Thyroid Disorders – 5:30pm. A New
Patient class that discusses the complexity of thyroid
disorders and the ways they impact health, in addition
to ways patients can begin to optimize other hormones
to support the thyroid. Radiantly Healthy MD 150 5th
Avenue, Suite C Indialantic. $100 to establish as a
New Patient and receive a lab order to follow up with
our Physician’s Assistant, Lisa Johnson. Free for established patients and anyone who would like to come
listen and learn. 321-254-6803.

SUNDAY MAY 29
Teen Yoga Workshop – 1-2:15pm. Includes a variety
of techniques to achieve inner beauty, self-confidence
and radiant health. No experience necessary. Instructor
Karuna. $7. Call to register:321-729-9495. Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic.
AquarianDreams.com.

THURSDAY MAY 27
Access Consciousness Bars Exchange – 11am-1pm.
Practitioners gift and receive a Bars session others receive a mini Bars session. Latest Access Consciousness
concepts discussed too$10 for practitioners $20 for others.
Awareness Center (MM28899) 633C Brevard Ave. Cocoa
Village. 321-261-5975. OurAwarenessCenter.com.

TUESDAY MAY 31
Auto-Immune Issues: Solutions and Relief – 6-7pm.
Learn natural solutions to Auto-Immune issues such as:
Rheumatoid Arthritis, Lupus, Celiac Disease, Multiple
Sclerosis, Thyroid Disease and more. Alternative
Medicine Family Care Center 3408 Aviation Blvd. Vero
Beach. 772-778-8877.

Meditation for Children – (for ages 7 – 12) – 4-5pm.
See listing Friday May 13.

SATURDAY MAY 28

Why Can’t I Sleep? – 6:30-7:30pm. Everyone has a
night here or there but insomnia can lead to many other
problems. Dr. Munnich will share some real hope for
sleep deprived sufferers. Seating is limited so reserve
your seat now by calling 321-482-0345. Free. Absolutely Divine Wellness Lobby 5445 Village Dr Ste. 108
Viera. AbsolutelyDivineWellness.com.

Fomentations, Liniments, and Tinctures – 9-11am.
Fundamental of Herbalism Certification Courses.
Take individual classes or whole course. $75 for individual class. Call to register 321-779-4647.Mama
Jo’s Sunshine Herbals. 1300 Pinetree Dr. Ste 3 Indian
Harbour Beach.

Share Your Vision and Make a Difference
t.FBOJOHGVMNew Career
t-PX*OJUJBM*OWFTUNFOU
t1SPWFO#VTJOFTT4ZTUFN
t)PNF#BTFE#VTJOFTT
t&YDFQUJPOBM'SBODIJTF
4VQQPSU5SBJOJOH

Natural Awakenings recently won
the prestigious FBR50 Franchise
Satisfaction Award from Franchise
Business Review. To learn more visit:
franchisebusinessreview.com

Brevard/Indian River

Psychic Fair – 11am-7pm. Mediums ,Tarot, Astrology, Spirit Guide or Soul Paintings, Intuitives, Animal
Communicator, Reiki or massage Demos and much
more. Bring photo/item for the mediums and animal
communicator .All readings only $25. Spark of Divine
LLC Healing and Learning Center 1789 Old Dixie
Hwy Vero Beach. 772-257-6499. SparkofDivine.com.

Organic Gardening: Butterfly Gardens – 7-8:30pm.
Interactive workshop with Laraine Scoma. Seeds and
plants will be on hand for attracting butterflies to your
gardens. Gratitude donation. 321-729-9495. Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic.
AquarianDreams.com.

Publish a Natural Awakenings
Magazine in Your Community
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Reiki 2 Certification Course – 10am-5pm. Topics
covered: Hand positions for healing, Distance healing
techniques, Meeting your Reiki Guide, Using crystals
with Reiki and more. Instructor Maria Banas. $185. Call to
register:321-729-9495. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. AquarianDreams.com.

THURSDAY MAY 26

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

Natural Awakenings publishes in over 95 markets across the U.S. and Puerto Rico
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ongoingevents
To ensure we keep our community calendar current, ongoing events must be
resubmitted each month.

DEADLINE:

All listings must be received by the 10th of the month prior to publication.
Calendar events must be submitted online at: www.MyNaturalAwakenings.com.

daily
Qi-gong on the Beach – 7-7:35am every morning.
South Beach Park, Vero Beach. Evenings Monday and
Wednesday 6:30pm. The Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th
St, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.

sunday
Mindfulness Meditation Sitting – 9:30-10am. This is a
very friendly group of meditators. Beginners to experienced meditators are welcome. Come 15 minutes early
to receive instruction. $5. Terry Mindfulness Center
LLC 333 17th St Ste 2T Vero Beach. 772-564-0406.
Zen Meditation & Dharma Talk – 10-11:30am. Join
our community for a free 30 minute meditation and talk
on Zen Meditation practice. Beginners are welcome.
Donation. Open Mind Zen Meditation Center 878 Sarno
Rd Melbourne. 321-427-3511.
Yoga in the Village – 10-11am. Yoga has been known
to cause health and happiness. Get your energy flowing.
Enjoy an invigorating and exhilarating yoga session.
Each class is tailored to the participants. Discount
Packages Available. $10. The Zen Room 631 Brevard
Avenue #C Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.
Lightworker Community Sunday Circle – 11amNoon. An hour of universal inspiration, higher consciousness, meditation, healing and devotional chants.
Donations accepted. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Healing Circle – 12:30pm. A gift to our community.
Our Lightworker certified Spiritual Healers and teachers will be offering free healings. All those in need of
healing are welcome. Donations accepted. Aquarian
Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic.
321-729-9495.
Kundalini Yoga - with Jessica Martin – 4:15-5:30pm.
Includes yoga postures, mantra, pranayam (breath
work), meditation, and a love-filled place of acceptance.
All levels. With Jessica Martin, certified Kundalini
Yoga instructor (as taught by Yogi Bhajan). $10 or yoga
card. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy
A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.

monday
3 H’s Exercise Class for Adults and Seniors –
8:45am-9:30am or 9:45am-10:30am. Monday –Friday.
The Happy, Healthy, Heart program promotes increased
agility, balance, and gives your heart a cardio workout.
$13 per month, join anytime. DRS Community Center,
1089 S. Patrick Dr. Satellite Beach. 321-773-6458

Marvelous Monday with Community Acupuncture –
10am-5pm. Start your week off right with an acupuncture
treatment with Melissa Veaudry AP DOM. $30. Absolute
Integrated Medicine 1575 Indian River Blvd. Suite C-130
Vero Beach. 772-770-6184.
Qigong – 10:30-11:30am. A healing workout. $10 per
class. The Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th St, Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.
Bone Walkers Plus – 10:45am. Osteoporosis/Joint safe
individualized exercise musical program with social support for all ages, to improve posture, balance and memory.
AFAA certified teacher, Vicki Buckley. A blend of yoga,
ballet and physical therapy. $25 per month, $8 drop in,
join anytime. DRS Community Center Gym, 1089 S.
Patrick Dr., Satellite Beach. 321-759-4962.
Capoiera for Executives – 4-5pm. Afro-Brazilian Dance
Martial arts. $60 per month. Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th
St,, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.

n open!
A N G E L A K I N G , A P, D O M
CLINIC DIRECTOR
A L L I S O N S N O W D E N , A P, D O M
ACUPUNCTURE PHYSICIAN

Capoeira for Children (5-12yrs.) – 5-6pm. Fun invigorating class. Pulsing Music, Rhythmic Movements to
cultivating flow and balance for a game of Physical and
mental chess. $80 per month. The Cloudwalker Place,
703 17th St Vero Beach. 772-318-7660.

Afordable acupuncture

Tibetan Buddhist Practice Group and Book Study
– 6-8pm. Chenrezik practice Buddha of compassion
followed by book study. 1 hour each. By donation only
Metah Chaim Jewish Temple 4951 S. Babcock St. Palm
Bay. 321-720-1519.

No aointment neceary

Hatha Yoga with Marilyn – 6:30-7:45pm. This gentle
form of yoga combines physical well-being and balances
body, mind, and spirit using guided yoga postures, stretching and breathing. Bring your own mat. $5 per class,
paid at door. Pelican Beach Clubhouse 1495 Hwy A1A,
Satellite Beach. 321-773-6458.
Yoga Nidra Meditation – 7-8pm. Each class will include
different variations of breathwork, meditation, slow gentle
stretching and progressive body relaxation. Leaving you
feeling relaxed, restored and balanced. Patti Akers RYT is
a certified Yoga Nidra meditation teacher. Gratitude Donation of any amount. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar
Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Me Time Restore/Amrit Yoga Nidra – 7:30-8:30pm.
Guided meditation to relax heal and get a better night’s
rest. Instructor: Danielle Matthews. $15 drop in bring
a friend for $10 each and New Student discount: three
classes $20. Innovation Yoga 714 South Patrick Drive
(behind Suntree Cafe) Satellite Beach. 321-428-4888.

Private rms - $40
or Grp seing - $30

M O N : 1 P- 7 P
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P
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INSOMNIA

/
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S I N U S P R O B L E M S / W O M E N ’ S H E A LT H
DIGESTIVE DISORDERS

Cosmetic Acupuncture
n available!
772- 569-4220
1 928 1 4 TH AVE
WWW.THEPO IN TV ER O.CO M

tuesday
18 Methods of Tai Chi/Qiqong – 8-9am. This course
will introduce the 18 Methods of Tai Chi and is great for
students of all levels. $15. Synergy Institute 735 Commerce Center Dr St C Sebastian. 772-571-4509.
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Terrific Tuesdays with Community Acupuncture –
8am-5pm. Now open early. Come get your qi on with
our newest Acupuncture Physician Beth Myers AP
DOM. $30. Absolute Integrated Medicine 1575 Indian
River Blvd. Suite C-130 Vero Beach. 772-770-6184.
Chair Yoga with Carmen – 9-10:15am. $10 per class.
. The Cloudwalker Place, , 703 17th St, Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.
Traditional Tai Chi / Qi Gong - 10-11am. Tuesdays
& Thursdays Yi Gin Ching, BaMen, Yang beginners
welcome. $5/session. Irene Canova Beach Park Clubhouse 2289 A1A Indian Harbor Beach. 321-759-3141.
Advanced Qi-gong Practice – 10:30am-Noon. Energetics of Tai Chi, Walking qi-gong and Circlewalk
qi-gong. Takes your basic qi-gong practice to the next
level. Explores, builds and develops the four phases
of universal energy to harmonize and an enhanced
mind body process. $25 per class or $120 per month.
The Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th St, Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.
Kid Yoga (for 7-12 years) – 4-5pm. These fun and
enriching classes incorporate poses, breathing, relaxation, games, positive thinking, creative visualization
and so much more. $7. With Karuna Devi (16 years’
experience). Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave.
(Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9425.
Yoga with Carmen – 4:30-5:30pm. $10 per class.
The Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th St, Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.
Hatha Yoga with Ellen – 5:45-6:45pm. – Asanas
modified to match the student’s ability to receive the
benefit of the practice without strain. Multi-level class
for beginners and intermediates. Ellen Cameron has
35 years of experience. $10 or yoga card. Aquarian

Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A), Indialantic.
321-729-9425.
Martial Arts and Qi-gong for Children – 6-7:30pm.
$60 per month. The Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th St,,
Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.
Reiki Healing Circle – 6-7:30pm. Experience the benefits of Reiki. Reduce stress and heal. Donation. Spark
of Divine LLC Healing and Learning Center 1789 Old
Dixie Hwy Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.
Yoga in the Village – 6-7pm. Yoga has been known to
cause health and happiness. Get your energy flowing.
Join us for an invigorating and exhilarating yoga session. Each class is tailored to the participants. Discount
Packages Available. $10. The Zen Room 631 Brevard
Avenue #C Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.
A Course in Miracles – 7-8:30pm. An ongoing book
reading and discussion group of the Course in Miracles.
Donation. Do What You Love 602 Brevard Ave, Cocoa
Village. 321 264 1911.

social support for all ages, to improve posture, balance
and memory. AFAA certified teacher, Vicki Buckley.
$25 per month, $8 drop in for WSC members, join
anytime. Wickham Park Senior Center 2785 Leisure
Way Melbourne. 321-759-4962.
Qigong – 10:30-11:30am. A healing workout. $10
per class. The Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th St,, Vero
Beach. 772-569-4090.
Capoiera for Executives – 4-5pm. Afro-Brazilian
Dance Martial art. $60 per month. Cloudwalker Place,
703 17th St,, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.
Family Yoga (for 3-6 & Parent) – 4:30-5:30pm. Fun
Hatha Yoga class for small child and parent. Yoga at an
early age encourages self-esteem and enhances physical
flexibility, strength, coordination and body awareness
and more. Maria Banas, Montessori School teacher
and certified Yoga Alliance instructor. $5 per person.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9425.

wednesday

Capoeira for Children (5-12yrs.) – 5-6pm. Fun invigorating class. Pulsing Music, Rhythmic Movements to
cultivating flow and balance for a game of Physical and
mental chess. $80 per month. The Cloudwalker Place
703 17th St, Vero Beach. 772-318-7660.

Wonderful Wednesday with Community Acupuncture – 8am-5pm. Make this week great with an
acupuncture treatment to recharge. Beth Myers AP
DOM. $30. Absolute Integrated Medicine 1575 Indian
River Blvd. Suite C-130 Vero Beach. 772-770-6184.

Crane and Wuji Qiqong – 5:30-6:30pm. This course
will introduce Crane Qiqong and Wuji Qiqong and is
great for students of all levels. $15. Synergy Institute
735 C Commerce Center Dr Sebastian. 772-571-4509.

Capoiera: Afro-Brazilian Dance Martial art –
9-10am. $60 per month. Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th
St,, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.
Bone Walkers Plus – 9:30-10:30am. Osteoporosis/
Joint safe individualized exercise musical program with

Tai Chi – 5:45-6:45pm. Nature Nelson teaches Yangstyle long-form Tai Chi. Experience the flowing energy,
improved health and balance, and the feeling of letting go of thoughts and emotions. $10 or yoga card.
Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy A1A),
Indialantic. 321-729-9425.

A Few Drops of Detoxiﬁed Iodine Can Change Your Life
Give Your Body the Natural Boost it Needs
Causes of Iodine Deficiency The Hidden Deficiency
{ The Best I Ever Felt }

Radiation

Almost everyone is routinely exposed
to iodine-depleting radiation

Low-Sodium Diets

Overuse of zero-nutrient salt substitutes
in foods leads to iodine depletion

Having the proper amount of iodine in our
system at all times is critical to overall health,
yet the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition
ﬁnds that iodine deﬁciency is increasing
drastically in light of an increasingly anemic
national diet of unpronounceable additives and
secret, unlabeled ingredients. This deﬁcit now
affects nearly three-quarters of the population.

A Growing Epidemic

Iodized Table Salt

Iodized salt may slowly lose its iodine
content by exposure to air

Bromine

A toxic chemical found in baked goods
overrides iodine's ability to aid thyroid

Iodine-Depleted
Soil
Poor farming techniques have led to
declined levels of iodine in soil
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Symptoms range from extreme fatigue and
weight gain to depression, carpal tunnel
syndrome, high blood pressure, ﬁbrocystic
breasts and skin and hair problems. This lack
of essential iodine can also cause infertility,
joint pain, heart disease and stroke. Low
iodine levels also have been associated with
breast and thyroid cancers; and in children,
intellectual disability, deafness, attention
deﬁcient hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and
impaired growth, according to studies by
Boston University and the French National
Academy of Medicine.

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

I feel much more energetic, my thoughts are
extremely clear, and my entire body feels more
in balance. Natural Awakenings Detoxiﬁed Iodine
is the only change in my daily routine over the
last 45 days. The way I feel today is better than
at anyy point
p
in myy life that I can remember.
~ James

The supplementation of iodine,
has been reported to relieve:

t%FQSFTTJPO
t8FJHIU(BJO
t'JCSPNZBMHJB
t-PX&OFSHZ
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$19.99 plus $5 shipping
1 btl. = 6-8 week supply
Order online today at

ShopNaturalAwakenings.com
or call: 888-822-0246

SAVE 10% - Use Coupon Code: MAYFLY
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Yoga in the Village – 6-7pm. Yoga has been known to
cause health and happiness. Get your energy flowing
join us for an invigorating and exhilarating yoga session. Each class is tailored to the participants. Discount
Packages Available. $10. The Zen Room 631 Brevard
Avenue #C Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.
BIGRONS Yoga – 6pm. The ultimate power stretch.
All fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get
toned, lower weight, get stronger and more flexible.
Classes daily. $10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga, 1024
Hwy A1A #146, next to cinema. 321-773-3539.
Hawaiian Hula with Lelani – 6:30-7:30pm. Hula
dancing exercise class. Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th
St,, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.
Train your Dog the Natural Way – 6:30-7:30pm.
Puppy kindergarten 8 weeks and up. Basic manners,
behavior issues, tricks, integrates your puppy into
family activities. Call to register. $15 Mikamar Dog
Training Center 5765 Outback Ave, Grant/Valkaria.
321-727-2949.
Hatha Yoga with Marilyn – 6:30-7:45pm. This gentle
form of yoga combines physical well-being and balances body, mind, and spirit using guided yoga postures, stretching and breathing. Bring your own mat. $5
per class, paid at door. Pelican Beach Clubhouse, 1495
Hwy A1A, Satellite Beach. 321-773-6458.
Mindfulness Meditation - 7-7:30pm. This is a
very friendly group of meditators. Beginners to
experienced meditators are welcome. Come 15min
early to receive instruction. $5. Terry Mindfulness
Center LLC “333 17th St Ste 2T” Vero Beach.
772-564-0406.

The Concept is Simple
Our goal as Upper Cervical doctors is to specifically align
the top two bones in your neck. When these two bones are
aligned, your head is “on straight” and your brain can effectively communicate with your body to achieve optimal
function, simple! Our office performs this correction using a
precision sound wave percussion adjusting instrument. This
procedure offers patients a gentle, painless and precise
treatment for the upper cervical misalignment.

Free Movie Night
7KXUVGD\0D\WKSP2XU2IILFH
Free showing of “The Power of Upper Cervical”.
It will change your life! RSVP to (321) 622-4447.

Drs. Renee Hahn & Amanda Campbell, Upper Cervical Chiropractors
1600 W. Eau Gallie Blvd., Ste. 104, Melbourne

(321) 622-4447 | UpperCervicalCare.com

thursday
Thankful for Thursday with Community Acupuncture - 8am-5pm. Treat your aches pains and allergies
with Acupuncture. Melissa Veaudry AP DOM. $30.
Absolute Integrated Medicine 1575 Indian River Blvd.
Suite C-130 Vero Beach. 772-770-6184.

AN OASIS FOR YOUR WELL-BEING

Chair Yoga with Carmen – 9-10:15am. $10 per class.
. The Cloudwalker Place, , 703 17th St Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.
Traditional Tai Chi / Qi Gong - 10-11am. Tuesdays
& Thursdays Yi Gin Ching, BaMen, Yang beginners
welcome. $5/session. Irene Canova Beach Park Clubhouse 2289 A1A, Indian Harbor Beach,321-759-3141.

Handmade:

Joanna Helms,

Soaps • Salves • Lotions • Teas
Custom Herbal Formulations
Private Consultations • Tinctures
And More...

BA, RH (AHG)

Advanced Qi-gong Practice – 10:30am-Noon. Energetics of Tai Chi, Walking qi-gong and Circlewalk
qi-gong. Takes your basic qi-gong practice to the next
level. Explores, builds and develops the four phases
of universal energy to harmonize and an enhanced
mind body process. $25 per class or $120 per month.
The Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th St. Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.

1300 Pinetree Drive, Suite 3
Indian Harbour Beach

Yoga with Carmen – 4:30-5:30pm. $10 per class.
The Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th St, Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.

Sign up for our
email newsletter

Go with the Flow vinyasa flow – 5:30-6:45pm. Flowing movement with breath to relax build strength and
flexibility. Instructor: Virginia Pierson. $15 drop in.
Bring a friend $10 each and new student discount:
three classes for $20. Innovation Yoga 714 South
Patrick Drive (behind Suntree Cafe) Satellite Beach.
321-428-4888.

Registered Herbalist
American Herbalist Guild

321-779-4647

Happy
Mother’s Day!
10% OFF CUSTOM GIFT
BASKETS FOR MOM

Hours:
11am-6pm • Tuesday-Friday
11am-4pm • Saturday

Weekly Classes Available
FUNDAMENTALS OF HERBAL
CERTIFICATION COURSE HAS BEGUN!
May 14 – Herb Walk
May 28 - Fomentations, Liniments,
and Tinctures

Call to reserve your spot for individual classes or multiple classes!
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Gentle Hatha Yoga with Teren - 5:45-6:45pm.
Gentle Hatha yoga classes with a focus on healing and meditation. Instructor Teren Nichols is a
licensed intuitive massage therapist. $10 or Yoga
card. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave. (Hwy
A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Yoga in the Village - 6-7pm. Yoga has been known
to cause health and happiness. Get your energy flowing join us for an invigorating and exhilarating yoga
session. Each class is tailored to the participants. Discount Packages Available. $10. The Zen Room 631
Brevard Avenue #C Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.

friday
Fantastic Friday with Community Acupuncture –
8am-2pm. Fridays are even better with acupuncture.
Come see Melissa Veaudry AP DOM. $30. Absolute
Integrated Medicine 1575 Indian River Blvd. Suite
C-130 Vero Beach. 772-770-6184.
Kripalu Yoga with Barbara – 8:30-10:15am. Release tension as you strengthen your body and calm
your mind. Class designed for all levels of fitness.
30+years’ experience. $10/class or $56/8 classes or
$105/16 classes-no time limits on classes., Family
Health and Wellness Center 6615 N. Atlantic Ave.
Ste. B Cape Canaveral. 321-504-4512.
Qigong – 10:30-11:30am. A healing workout. $10
per class. The Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th St, Vero
Beach. 772-569-4090.

Hawaiian Hula with Lelani – 6:30-7:30pm. Hula
dancing exercise class. Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th
St,, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.

saturday
Yoga with Cheri Hart – 8-9am. An intuitive blend
of Integral Hatha Yoga, Kundalini, Yoga Nidra meditation and energy healing. Cheri is a certified Yoga
Alliance teacher, professional intuitive and has been
teaching meditation and energy healing for over 25
years. Please use the rear Yoga Studio entrance. $10
or Yoga card. Aquarian Dreams, 414 N. Miramar Ave.
(Hwy A1A), Indialantic. 321-729-9495.
Yoga with Carmen – 8:30-10am. $10 per class.
The Cloudwalker Place, , 703 17th St Vero Beach.
772-569-4090.
Super Saturday with Community Acupuncture
- 10am-2pm. Soothe yourself this weekend with a
relaxing acupuncture treatment with Beth Myers AP
DOM. $30. Absolute Integrated Medicine 1575 Indian
River Blvd. Suite C-130 Vero Beach. 772-770-6184.
Yoga in the Village – 10-11am. Yoga has been known
to cause health and happiness. Get your energy flowing. Join us for an invigorating and exhilarating yoga
session. Each class is tailored to the participants.
Discount Packages Available. $10. The Zen Room 631
Brevard Avenue #C Cocoa Village. 321-544-8541.

Healing Reiki Circle – 12:30-1:30pm. Reduce your
stress with Reiki’s gentle healing. To learn more call.
Donation. Spark of Divine LLC Healing and Learning
Center 1789 Old Dixie Hwy. Vero Beach. 772-257-6499.

Creative Energy Group – 10-11am. Creative Energy
Group led by Gail Lois Jaffe Artist Brennan Healing
Science Practitioner LMHC. Must call to register
reserve your spot and get info. $10. Terry Mindfulness Center LLC 333 17th St. Ste 2T Vero Beach.
772-559-6094.

Capoeira for Children (5-12yrs.) – 5-6pm. Fun
invigorating class. Pulsing Music, Rhythmic Movements to cultivating flow and balance for a game of
Physical and mental chess. $80 per month. The Cloudwalker Place 703 17th St, Vero Beach. 772-318-7660.

BIGRONS Yoga -10am. The ultimate power stretch.
All fitness levels. Individual attention. Hot yoga. Get
toned, lower weight, get stronger and more flexible.
Classes daily. $10 single class. BIGRONS Yoga,
1024 Hwy A1A #146, next to cinema. 321-773-3539.

Happy Hour Warm Vinysasa Flow for all – 6-7:15pm.
Build inner heat and detox while flowing breath with
movement. Instructor Tracey Hnat. $15 drop in. Bring
a friend for $10 each and new student discount 3 classes
for $20. Innovation Yoga 714 South Patrick Drive (behind Suntree Cafe) Satellite Beach. 321-428-4888.

Qi-gong for A Healing Workout – 10:30-11:30am.
$10 per class. Cloudwalker Place 703 17th St, Vero
Beach. 772-569-4090.
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Hawaiian Hula with Lelani – 1:30-3:30pm. Hula
dancing exercise class. Cloudwalker Place, 703 17th
St,, Vero Beach. 772-569-4090.

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

classifieds
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Start a career you can be passionate about. Publish
your own Natural Awakenings magazine. Home based
business complete with comprehensive training and support system. New franchises are available or purchase
a magazine that is currently publishing. Call 239-5301377 or visit NaturalAwakeningsMag.com/mymagazine

COMMUNITY

The Daily Bread Soup Kitchen is in dire need of eating utensils – metal forks and spoons. Donations may be
dropped off at the kitchen, 815 East Fee Avenue, Melbourne, 7 days a week, 7:30am-2:30pm. 321-723-1060.
Volunteers Needed - Can you spare two hours a week to
deliver meals to Brevard’s most frail seniors? The work
is very rewarding and only you can put a smile on the
face of those seniors who are homebound. If interested
please call the Meals on Wheels office at 321-639-8770.

FOR LEASE

Business Space Available for Lease: Suite 102 Available - 165 sf - $575 a month, Suite 105 Available - 110
sf - $525 a month. Located in the upscale town-like development of Viera, 5445 Village Drive near the corner
of Murrell and Viera Blvd. Executive Suites building
Size: 6,000 sf Concrete Block. Tenant mix includes
a dentist, chiropractor, mental health counselor, real
estate office, and medical data services. Ample parking.
Furnished: Water, Sewer, Electric, Wireless Internet
Included. Please call: 321-222-9389 (mobile) 321 5916793. ARX Real Estate, LLC - Cindy J. Kilgallon; Lic.
Real Estate Broker
Day Spa: two rooms for $400 and one large room for
$425 monthly. Great location and beautiful surroundings. Available for massage therapist, esthetician, nail
technician or counselor. 1603 10th Ave., Vero Beach.
Call Loretta at 772-971-3006.

TRAINING

Become a licensed teacher in Louise Hay’s philosophy. Complete manuals and materials provided plus
extensive follow-up. Cost includes hotel lodging in San
Diego and meals. This training is approved by Louise
and authorized by Hay House. Oct. 22 - 29. www.
HYLTraining.com. 800-969-4584.
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thenaturaldirectory
Connecting you to the leaders in natural healthcare and green living in our
community. To find out how you can be included in The Natural Directory
email Kris@mynaturalawakenings.com to request our media kit.

ACUPUNCTURE
ABSOLUTE INTEGRATED
MEDICINE
Jill Jaynes, AP, DOM
Alexis Edwards, AP, DOM
Tammy Anderson, AP, DOM
Rick Jahn, AP, DOM
Melissa Veaudry, AP, DOM
1575 Indian River Blvd, Ste. C-130 & 136,
Vero Beach
772-770-6184
AcupunctureVeroBeach.com
Community acupuncture provides affordable
acupuncture treatments in a relaxing group setting - $30 flat fee, no appointment necessary. Call
for hours. Private appointments available; most
insurance accepted. See ad on page 33.

ADVERTISING/
MARKETING/PR

3270 Suntree Blvd. Suite 103A
Melbourne, 321-757-4047
DrJeanneMaguire.com
Using the ancient art of acupuncture, herbal and nutritional medicine, with western diagnostics,
the root causes of your health
concerns are addressed.

MARCELA BOWIE, D.O.M., AP
325 5th Ave. Suite 205 Indialantic
321-961 8243
NoWorriesNaturalMedicine.com
Dr. Bowie uses acupuncture, herbal
medicine, injection therapy, cupping, and tuina to treat many conditions ranging from asthma, headaches, pain and neurological and
GYN disorders. See ad on page 13.

ANNA COLLINGS, A.P., D.O.M.
150 Fortenberry Rd. Ste. B Merritt Island
321-289-1560
QiPhases.com
Aiding the body & mind’s natural
healing with Traditional Chinese
Medicine including Acupuncture,
herbs, healing foods, Qigong Meditation and CranioSacral Therapy.

CLOW CHIROPRACTIC
145 Palm Bay Rd NE, Ste 120,
W Melbourne 321-725-8778
ClowChiropractic.com
Clow Chiropractic has been providing
a full spectrum of natural health-care
for over 25 years. Services include
chiropractic adjustments, nutritional
support, massage (MM#2166), physiotherapy, and rehab.

NATURAL AWAKENINGS MAGAZINE
Kris Urquhart, Publisher
Kris@my-NA.com
321-426-0080 my-NA.com

EPLETT CHIROPRACTIC LIFE CENTER

Natural Awakenings is your multimedia resource for natural and ecofriendly living. Print, online, mobile,
and social media options to keep up
with the latest natural living news.
Reaching over 50,000 loyal readers
each month and thousands more online and with our
iPhone/iPad app – you can keep Natural Awakenings at your fingertips.

Dr Eplett has been doing safe, effective, gentle upper-cervical healthcare for 30+ years. He gets great
results for most health issues. Affordable. Family
plans available.

ALTERNATIVE HEALING
AWARENESS CENTER

AGELESS NATURAL MEDICINE

CHIROPRACTIC

633C Brevard Ave, Cocoa Village
321-261-5975
OurAwarenessCenter.com
Offering a wide-range of services, classes and gatherings to facilitate healing:
Usui & Karuna Reiki, Cellular Memory/
Trauma Release, Aromatherapy, Access
Consciousness, Massage, Energy Balancing. MA67581, MM28899. See ad on page 23.

CARE CHIROPRACTIC &
WELLNESS CENTER
Brian P. Walsh, D.C.
1938 Dairy Road W. Melbourne
321-728-1387
CareWellnessFL.com
Holistic services for the whole family include Designed Clinical Nutrition, Chiropractic Care, free Health
Talks, homeopathics and other natural products. See ad on page 8.

CHILDREN’S HEALTH
CHILDREN’S HEALTHCARE
OF BREVARD
2351 W. Eau Gallie Blvd. Ste 4, Melbourne
Margaret Witzleb, MSN, ARNP
321-775-0477
AFFORDABLE, QUALITY pediatric health care
offering both alternative and traditional choices for
your child’s health, regardless of immunization or
insurance status. Home-birthed infants welcome!

429 Fifth Ave, Indialantic
321-733-4434
DrEplettforLife.com

COLON HYDROTHERAPY
CANDICE KLEIN, M.ED., LMT MA8163
Nationally Certified ~Ultraviolet purified water
321-725-8347 Indialantic since 1988
HappyColons.com
CHOOSE HEALTH! Colon health management in
safe, professional environment. Learn to select foods
that increase energy and eliminate chronic digestive
complaints, headaches, depression, allergies, and more.

COUNSELING
TERRY MINDFULNESS CENTER, LLC
333 17th St. Suite 2T, Vero Beach
772-564-0406
mindfulway@terrymindfulness.com
TerryMindfulness.com
Here
is
where you
will find a
dedicated and caring group of professionals offering
counseling, healing sciences, professional coaching,
and Mindfulness Meditation. See ad on page 31.

CRANIOSACRAL
THERAPY (CST)
GINGER TAYLOR, LMT MA75423
Melbourne / Palm Bay
321-480-9986
MassagesWithPurpose.com
CranioSacral Therapy (CST) is a
gentle, hands-on method that releases restrictions within soft tissues surrounding the central nervous
system. CST addresses: Infant and
Childhood Disorders, migraines, Fibromyalgia, stress, depression, TMJ,
Scoliosis, neurological disorders, and more.
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JUNE
THE
ART OF
BALANCE
Align with
Natural Health
Minded
Customers

MARY’S HEALTH HUT

DENTISTRY
SMILE DESIGN AND WELLNESS CENTER
Dr. Chris Edwards
Dr. Rob Brown
Viera, 321-751-7775
SDICFL.com

Wide selection of vitamins, supplements, herbs, books,
skin and body care products, gluten-free and organic
items. “We’re More Than a Health Food Store.”

Innovative, comprehensive, biologic dentistry. Mercury safe removal, high tech office, low radiation
digital x-rays. Lasers-no shot, no drill. Ozone therapy. See ad on page 11.

CLAIRE STAGG, DDS, PA
Comprehensive Mercury Free Dental
Care for the Whole Family
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-777-2797
SmileProfessionals.com
Whole body connections and anti-aging Dentistry
advanced non-surgical TMJ, snoring and sleep
breathing disorders therapy, head, neck and facial
pain treatment, non-extraction orthodontics, smile
makeovers and dentistry for patients with multiple
chemical sensitivities. See ad on page 45.

GARDENING-ORGANIC
GARDEN EASY
Teresea 321-759-6110
Courtney 321-759-6109
GardenEasyGardenst.wix.com/garden-easy
Organic gardening done
for you: raised beds or an
edible yard. Discounts,
weekly service and help
with harvesting available
also. Hands-on, home-school classes.

Advertise your products
and services
in Natural Awakenings’

June
Happiness
and
Balanced
Man Issue

951 Old Dixie Hwy A3
Vero Beach
772-770-2101

HAIR SALON
PURELY ORGANIC SALON FOR HAIR
3270 Suntree Blvd, #1250 Melbourne
321-243-0540
Facebook.com/PurelyOrganicSalon
We use professional organic
hair products -- so pure you can
eat them. Offering 100% pure
Mehandi Henna. PPD-free
color available. Formaldehydefree Keratin treatment made
with certified organic ingredients. See ad on page 23.

HEALTH FOOD

NATURE’S HEALTHY HARVEST
2330 N. Wickham Rd. Ste 14
Melbourne 321-610-3989
NaturesHealthyHarvest.net
NaturesHealthyHarvest@gmail.com
Supplements, vitamins, herbs, skin
& body care, Gluten-free & organic
products, proteins, aromatherapy,
soy candles, incense, CBD Hemp oil
and much more. Resource Center.
Special Orders. See ad on page 13.

NATURE’S MARKET
701 S. Apollo Blvd
Melbourne, 321-724-6936
NaturesMarketMelbourne.com
Large selection of Low Carb/Atkins/Diabetes specialty foods, Gluten & Wheat free specialty foods.
Knowledgeable educated staff. Everyday low prices
on all herbs, supplements and vitamins.

ORGANIC FOOD CENTER
862 N. Miramar Ave
Indialantic, 321-724-2383
OrganicFoodCenter.com
Natural & Organic grocery with wide selection of
vitamins and supplements. Organic café with fresh
wheat grass, vegetable juices and smoothies, vegan
and gluten-free soups, sandwiches and salads.

RED BIRD VITAMIN CO
1895 S. Patrick Dr, Indian Harbour Beach
321-426-7747
Facebook.com/RedBirdVitaminCo
Instagram-RedBirdVitaminCo
We offer high quality supplements, herbs and foods with
pure ingredients in an atmosphere that is welcoming and
staff eager to help. Special
orders welcome. See ad on page 34.

APPLESEED HEALTH FOODS & CAFÉ

To advertise or
participate in our
next issue, call

321-426-0080
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1007 Pathfinder Way #110
321-631-1444 Rockledge
AppleseedHealth.com

SUNSEED FOOD CO-OP

Vitamins, minerals, supplements,
health and beauty items, gifts and
bbooks, homeopathic, specialty and
natural foods, and lunch cafe. Home
of the 7-Day Guided Juice Fast. See
ad on page 31.

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

6615 N. Atlantic Ave - A1A
Cape Canaveral, 321-784-0930
SunseedFoodCoop.com
Community-owned, Not-for-Profit Co-op founded
in 1974. Largest selection of vitamins & herbs in
Brevard. Organic produce and much more. Open
Mon-Fri 9:30-7, Sat-Sun 10-6.
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SUNSHINE HEALTH FOOD STORE

RADIANTLY HEALTHY MD

2916 S. Washington Ave, Titusville
SunHF.com, 321-269-4848

Rebecca Hunton, MD
150 Fifth Ave. Ste. C. Indialantic 32903
DrHunton.com
321-254-6803

Providing nutritional health counseling in a truly
holistic fashion by offering massage, acupuncture,
cholesterol testing, blood typing along with vitamins,
minerals, herbs, homeopathics and natural foods.

HERBS & SUPPLEMENTS
THE HERB CORNER

Integrative Medicine featuring traditional
and natural options. First Line Therapy
Program, IV Therapy, consultations for
Bioidentical Hormones, ADHD, Autism,
Menopause, Andropause, Fertility, and
much more. See ad on page 43.

277 N. Babcock St.
Melbourne, 321-757-7522
Bulk Herbs, Herbal Certification Course and other
herbal classes. Essential oils, handmade salves and
lotions, customized herbal blends and private consultations. See ad on page 8.

MAMA JO’S SUNSHINE HERBALS
Bulk Herbs, Handmade Products,
Consultations, Classes, Supplies
Indian Harbour Beach, 321-779-4647
Enjoy a cup of complementary tea in the relaxing
atmosphere of herbs and handmade herbal delights. Teas, tinctures, lotions, soaps, facial products, salves, and more. See ad on page 49.

LASER THERAPY

Put Some
Spring in Your
Step with a
New Romance
the largest database
Join
of health-conscious and
eco-minded, spiritual
singles and manifest an
extraordinary relationship!

DAVID RINDGE, DOM, RN
1601 Airport Blvd, Ste 1, Melbourne
321-751-7001
CooperativeMedicine.com
14+ years laser /40+ years health care
experience. Seeking optimal results
quickly, affordably. Laser Therapy, Laser Needle Acupuncture, PEMF. Pain,
Arthritis, Osteoporosis, and much more.

LOCAL FARMS
FLORIDA FIELDS TO FORKS, CSA

HYPNOSIS
BROOKE ALEXANDER
HYPNOTHERAPY
2425 N Courtenay Pkwy, Ste 4, Merritt Island
321-317-7892
BrookeAlexanderHypnotherapy.com
Want to lose weight, stop smoking, conquer stress?
Whatever is holding you back from the life you
want, hypnosis can help you break free!

HYPNOTHERAPY BY JENNY
Jenny Battig,
Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist
HypnotherapybyJenny.com
321-345-8971
Make 2015 an amazing year!
Lose that extra weight you’ve
been battling. Stop smoking for
good. Overcome the behaviors
and patterns that have been holding you back.

INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE
MELISSA DEAN, M.D.
Dean Wellness Institute
Premiere Center for Regenerative Medicine
772-567-1500
Age Management, Weight Loss, Preventative Medicine, Andropause, Bioidentical Hormone Replacement, Lifestyle Management, Vitamin Evaluation,
Nutrition and many other integrative
therapies. See ad on back cover.

1200 Corey Road, Malabar
321-431-7259
FloridaFieldsToForks.com
A local CSA farm, offering
beyond organically raised
grass-fed/grass-finished
Angus beef, Berkshire
pork, Katahdin lamb, chicken eggs, raw cow and goat
milk, vegetables, and more.

MUSCLE ACTIVATION
TECHNIQUES
ADAM SMIT
Melbourne & Vero
321-474-4318
SpaceCoastMat@yahoo.com
M.A.T. assesses & corrects muscle imbalances.
Muscle tightness, limitations in motion or flexibility,
injury/pain in muscles and/or joints can be improved
with MAT.

PEST CONTROL - NATURAL
NATURE’S BEST: PEST DETECTION &
ELIMINATION INC
Serving all Central Florida Counties
State Certified, Licensed and Insured
NatureBestPest.com
321-693-4100
Best pest solutions and pro-active prevention. Situational pest control, organic and low impact, designed
specifically for in and around your home. See ad on
page 36.

Try it for FREE at
NaturalAwakeningsSingles.com

natural awakenings
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PET SUPPLIES: NATURAL

REIKI

SPIRITUALITY

NATURAL PET SPECIALTY SHOP

ANTOINETTE PARATO RN LMT (MA31628)

“I AM” SAINT GERMAIN FOUNDATION

398-B N Harbor City Blvd, Melbourne
321-259-3005
NaturalPetSpecialtyShop.com

Melbourne, 321-725-9009

Melbourne Sanctuary
321-266-0132
SaintGermainPress.com

Featuring: grain-free, highquality protein, raw & organic pet foods, treats, supplements, homeopathic and
herbal remedies, chemical-free grooming products, natural flea & tick supplies and much more.

PUPS-N-THINGS (PETS DISCOUNT)
Lake Washington Square
2447 N. Wickham Rd. Melbourne
321-241-4632
Purveyors of all-natural, grainfree, premium quality holistic
organic, freeze dried, dehydrated & raw frozen pet foods
& treats. Enjoy our everyday
LOW prices. See ad on page 36.

PHARMACY
WEST COCOA PHARMACY &
COMPOUNDING

Enjoy treatments in Reiki, Healing Touch, Cranial
Sacral therapy, and Guided Imagery. Call for Reiki
I, II, III class schedules. Pre-registration is required.

INSPIRED HEART
1420 Old Dixie Hwy., Vero Beach
772-696-1910
TheInspiredHeart.com

UNITY SPIRITUAL CENTER OF
VERO BEACH

Quality Reiki training from Licensed
Teacher with ICRT (www.reiki.org).
We offer Reiki classes, crystals,
and stones. Shop has over 130
types of stones.

SPARK OF DIVINE LLC
1789 Old Dixie Hwy, Vero Beach
772-257-6499
SparkOfDivine.com
Healing and Learning Center with Metaphysical
Gift Shop. Classes and Sessions in Reiki, Angelology, Shamanism, Meditation, Yoga, Qi Gong,
Nia, Crystals, CDs, Books, Candles, Statuary,
Unique Local Artwork, etc.

A-LIVE & HEALTHY CAFÉ

Boutique-style full service, independent pharmacy
offering delivery, compounding services, compliance packaging, and natural/organic products in
our retail section. Competitive cash pricing and
all major insurance plans.

PROLOTHERAPY
402 N. Babcock St, Ste 101, Melbourne
321-259-0555
HealthForLifeWellnessCenters.com
Prolotherapy is a non-surgical solution to repair
ligaments, tendons, meniscus, rotator cuffs, and it
strengthens unstable joints that cause pain. We offer free consultations.

others, but give
yourself to yourself.
~Michel de Montaigne
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A-Live & Healthy Café: Brevard’s newest organic raw vegan restaurant & produce market. Open
Tuesday–Saturday 10-3 and Friday till 8pm.
100% vegan, dairy & gluten-free.

1414 Highland Avenue
321-428-3860
AnayaCoffee.com

545 Gus Hipp Blvd., Rockledge
321-632-3800
CoastalAnimalHospitalRockledge.com
Our full service hospital offers Animal Chiropractic,
Laser Therapy, I-Therm, Clinical Nutrition and Raw
Food diets, Acupuncture, and Homeopathy. Our patients and clients Love Integrative Care.

Serving Brevard County
321-872-7793
GetSkinnywithDonna.com
Serious about losing weight and getting healthy?
Create a simple plan that works through Coaching,
Motivation, and Education. More information on my
blog at DonnaMWeston.com.

WELLNESS CENTERS

Experience our organic
craft coffee, espresso,
cold brew coffee, house
made syrups and chai tea, fresh baked savory and
sweet treats. Lunch specials offered. Vegan/Vegetarian friendly!

SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS OF
BREVARD, INC.
1536 Cypress Ave, Melbourne
321-253-3232
321GoSolar.com

SYNERGY INSTITUTE
735 C Commerce Center Dr, Sebastian
772-571-4509
synergy-institute.com
Holistic Wellness Center offering therapeutic and spa
services with advanced practitioners. Massage, Shiatsu, CranioSacral and Cupping Therapy. Classes:
Tai Chi, Qiqong, Japanese Batodo, Meditation with
Alchemy Crystal Bowls, and much more. MM#32592

YOGA
HATHA YOGA WITH MARILYN

Excellence in installing &
servicing commercial & residential photovoltaics, solar hot
water, solar attic ventilation &
pool heating. Offset or eliminate your rising utility bills.

MyNaturalAwakenings.com

COASTAL ANIMAL HOSPITAL
WELLNESS CENTER

GET SKINNY WITH DONNA

SOLAR ENERGY

Lend yourself to

A Positive Path for Spiritual
Living. Rev. Dan Holloway.
Sunday Service: 10 am. Unity
Labyrinth open to the public. Everyone is Welcome!
See ad on page 25.

WEIGHT MANAGEMENT

85 E. Merritt Ave., Merritt Island
321-338-2926
A-LiveandHealthy.com

ANAYA COFFEE

HEALTH FOR LIFE

950 43rd Ave, Vero Beach 32960
772-562-1133
UnityOfVero.com

VETERINARIAN

RESTAURANTS & CAFÉS:
HEALTHY

2711 Clearlake Rd, #C10, Cocoa
321-305-6909
CocoaPharmacy.com

The “I AM” Activity represents the Highest Source of
the Ascended Masters’ Instruction on the Great Laws
of Life by the Ascended Master Saint Germain.

Pelican Beach Clubhouse
1495 Highway A1A Satellite Beach
321-773-6458
Balance your Body, Mind & Spirit with Hatha Yoga.
Gentle, guided yoga postures with Stretching, Deep
Breathing and Relaxation. $5 per class through Satellite Recreation Department. See ad on page 14.
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xlear.com

The Premier Center for

REGENERATIVE MEDICINE
Dr. Melissa Dean has been serving Vero Beach, FL and the surrounding
area for over 15 years. With a welcoming and positive atmosphere,
Dean Wellness Institute provides an integrative approach to medicine.
Every patient that walks through our door will be provided with a customized
plan of care tailored to their individual healthcare and nutritional needs.
Thomas Edison sums up our philosophy best:
“The doctor of the future will give no medicine but will interest his patients in the
care of the human frame, in diet and in the cause and prevention of disease.”

Melissa Dean, MD, MMB
Anti-Aging Medicine
Master’s Metabolic
Medicine

NATURAL & INTEGRATIVE HEALTH CHOICES
Services We Provide...
• Age Management, Anti-aging/
Age Reversal Medicine

• Nutritional Programs

• Bio-Identical Hormone Replacement
Therapy for Men & Women

• Tobacco Cessation

• Alternative Addiction Support

• Weight Loss/ Lifestyle Management
• Chelation Therapy
(many types offered)
Catherine Cheries, P.A.

• Sports Health Management

Call to
schedule
your
Vampire
FaceLift

• Preventative Medicine
• Vitamin Evaluation
• Oxygen Therapies

• Plus many other
innovative therapies

1345 36th St, Suite B
Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-567-1500

The natural way to
reveal the youthful

Gift Certificates Available

beauty that’s within you.

DeanWellnessInstitute.com

